EARLY 1990s UNSPECIFIED:
Takeru Tominaga is born. He will go on to become a cameraman and be caught up in a
biohazard outbreak on the island of Sonido de Tortuga in 2014.
CHARACTER PROFILE: TAKERU TOMINAGA

*Born: UK. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: Japanese. Affiliation: None.
Takeru Tominaga was an assistant director and camera operator working in the Japanese media industry. He
was friendly, always courteous and polite to those around him, and tremendously upbeat about life, but he had
a reputation for being a little clumsy which often incurred the wrath of his superiors. One example was when
he had to book a bikini photo shoot with Yuki Mayu, one of Japan’s top gravure idols. When Takeru discovered
the indoor studio was already booked, he organised an outdoor shoot
without thinking about how cold the weather would be in the middle
of winter. But ever the professional, Mayu got on with the job and
Takeru was a massive fan of hers. As a younger man he was quite
socially awkward and would take steps to always avoid conflict and
keep away from confrontational situations. His eyesight was not the
best and his distinguishing feature was his large glasses. Outside of
work, he was a big fan of horror movies.
In 2014, Takeru was hired as an assistant director to work on the
fourth series of Idol Survival, a popular reality TV show where
swimwear models competed in a series of survival games across a
deserted island. That year marked the first time the series included
international models and Yuki Mayu was entered as Japan’s top challenger. Takeru was immediately taken in
by the picturesque beauty of Sonido de Tortuga Island and quickly found himself distracted by all the beautiful
contestants, which again earned him a dressing down from show director Matthew Espinoza and the technical
crew. The day before filming, Takeru was told that Coco, one of the other contestants, was missing. That night
he and several others attended a ceremony at Ague village at the invitation of the local Shaman and witnessed a
ritual Takeru recognised from classic Haitian zombie movies. On his way back to base camp, Takeru saw a
zombified Coco wandering the jungle, but the others didn’t believe him and put it down to his over-active
imagination.
The next day, Takeru, to his delight, was put in charge of filming Mayu for the first round of the trials. But
shortly after filming began, they lost contact with base camp and soon witnessed reigning champion Kylie be
murdered by a strange B.O.W. carrying a harpoon. This creature stalked Takeru and Mayu across the island
and they had several close encounters, including sheltering in a cave network where they found a primitive
underground settlement with the zombified forms of former islanders living there and performing basic
menial tasks. The B.O.W. soon appeared again and Takeru nicknamed it ‘Moiro.’ But despite their ordeal,
Takeru felt he had an overwhelming desire to protect Mayu and despite admittedly being a coward, he
performed several acts of bravery to keep them both alive.
Later they met up with Brown Anderson, a former B.S.A.A. operative and someone Takeru had enormous
respect for. Takeru took the opportunity to learn from Brown about the undead and how to make tough
decisions when the time called for it. That time arrived very shortly afterwards when Takeru was faced with an
infected Brown and had to shoot him, only to bottle the decision and make Brown shoot himself instead.
Shortly afterwards Takeru’s party found themselves inside the old Umbrella facility and were confronted by
Dirk Miller and the horrors of the Kodoku Plan. By now Takeru was becoming braver and saved Inez Diaco
from a Hunter and Mayu from the Schraube Damon, but his lack of self-assurance and courage was still
present when he found himself unable to pull the trigger and kill Laura Bierce, who by this time was infected
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and on the verge of becoming a zombie. But in a strange way this lack of resilience paid off when zombie Laura
actually saved his life by attacking Shen-Ya Pharmaceuticals spy Zǐlì and pushing her over the edge of a gantry
and down into a large pit. Takeru and the others escaped and had a final confrontation with Zǐlì on the beach
after she injected herself with the Kodoku Virus. There Takeru proved his love for Mayu by saving her life from
the creature. Following the incident and their extraction by a B.S.A.A. support team, Takeru and Mayu
returned to Japan where they began a relationship and became big stars.
Marilou Mabou is born. She will go on to discover a conspiracy on Sonido de Tortuga Island
and later become a member of TerraSave.
CHARACTER PROFILE: MARILOU MABOU

*Born: UK. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: UK. Affiliation: TerraSave.
Marilou Mabou was a native of Sonido de Tortuga Island; one of two small islands located in the Caribbean Sea
off the coast of South America. She was a good-natured and friendly girl, always willing to help others and see
the best in people. See was friendly with Claire Redfield and Inéz Diaco of TerraSave after they once gave a talk
at Marilou’s school when she was younger. On Tortuga, Marilou’s
family lived at Ague Village which was the only settlement on the
island. As she got older, her parents tried to match her with a
suitor named Lopez, but Marilou wasn’t so keen. Still being so
young, Marilou did not know a lot about being in love. But
regardless Lopez was chosen to be her husband and this led to a
lot of tension between them all. Marilou’s brother, Eliseo, was
extremely protective of his sister and stepped in to intervene. In
turn Lopez disagreed with Eliseo and they often clashed.
Sometime later, the problem was seemingly solved when Lopez
suddenly and mysteriously vanished from the village never to be
seen again. Unfortunately for Marilou, Eliseo disappeared shortly afterwards in similar circumstances. Their
disappearance coincided with the appearance of a mysterious Shaman on the island and unbeknownst to
everyone, both Lopez and Eliseo had been taken as test subjects for the ongoing Kodoku experiments run by
Alex Wesker and Dirk Miller, both formerly of the Umbrella Corporation. But this was not the end of
Marilou’s suffering as sometime later both her parents died in unknown circumstances, leaving her all alone.
Marilou remained on Tortuga Island but was wise to keep away from the Shaman and his practices. But one
night in 2014 she entered the ruins of the abandoned U.S. Military base, a sacred place the Shaman had long
ago taken as his own shrine. Inside she found the chamber where Lopez, now better known as the Schraube
Damon B.O.W., was in slumber. Terrified, Marilou fled from that place and later got in touch with Claire and
Inéz. TerraSave had already received a report of a strange barracuda in the local waters that had attacked a
fisherman so this information was enough for them to launch an investigation. When they arrived, Marilou
took Inéz to the ruins and showed her the Schraube Damon. Inéz immediately recognised the creature as a
B.O.W. and tried to contact Claire before they were both captured by The Shaman. The Shaman referred to the
creature as Marilou’s husband and later after they escaped, she relayed her suspicions about the Damon’s
identity to Inéz. They were later attacked by the Schraube Damon and Subject 001193 and both creatures
displayed unusual behaviour in Marilou’s presence. When they later found themselves in Umbrella’s hidden
facility beneath the ruined base, researcher Dirk Miller explained all about the Kodoku Project and confirmed
to Marilou that the two warring creatures were in fact her long missing brother and her chosen suitor. The
Schraube Damon was eventually killed by Subject 001193, and he later protected her in the final fight against a
mutated Zǐlì. Marilou was one of only four survivors of the incident. In the months that followed, Marilou
began working with TerraSave.
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Yuki Mayu is born. She will go on to become a world famous gravure idol in Japan.
CHARACTER PROFILE: YUKI MAYU

*Born: UK. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: Japanese. Affiliation: None.
Yuki Mayu was a famous gravure idol from Japan and extremely beautiful. But despite her status, she was very
down to earth, friendly and always treated those around her as equal. She first met Takeru Tominaga on a
photoshoot in Japan in the middle of winter. Takeru earned the wrath of his boss for booking an outdoor
bikini shoot in such cold weather after he’d realised the studio was double
booked. But far from being a diva, Mayu did the shoot regardless. She was a
big name in Japan and the whole country was behind her when she was
entered into the 2014 edition of Idol Survival; a reality TV show where
swimwear models competed in a series of survival games across a deserted
island. But despite her home grown success, Mayu’s career had been dogged
with vicious, unfounded rumours, including how she had allegedly slept with
a producer from her sponsor as part of a lucrative business deal. Mayu learnt
how to deal with such stories but that made it hard for her to put any real
trust in men. Working in the gravure industry she was acutely aware she was
never seen for anything more than her physical appearance and people were
only ever kind on the surface, leading to lingering feelings of self-doubt.
Idol Survival was filming on the picturesque isle of Sonido de Tortuga in the
Caribbean Sea and Mayu found the initial stages tough going when the reigning champion, Kylie, used dirty
tactics to steal her pass for the second round. But progress was abruptly halted when Mayu and her cameraman
Tominaga came face to face with Subject 001193 – a leftover B.O.W. from a secret project run by former
researchers of the original Umbrella Corporation. Mayu was petrified and stuck close to Tominaga, even
promising herself to him if he could help her survive. When they did manage to escape, Mayu gave Tominaga
her hair clip so he could sweep back his long hair in the heat, a gesture Tominaga mistook as a gift one lover
would give to another.
Eventually the whole island became a biohazard as a majority of the Idol Survival cast and crew were infected
by the Kodoku virus and became flesh-eating zombies. Mayu was one of a handful of survivors that discovered
a previously unknown Umbrella facility hidden beneath the ruins of an abandoned U.S. Military base.
Exploring inside they were confronted by the horrifying truth of the Kodoku Plan and Umbrella’s hidden
legacy. Mayu was saved by TerraSave member Inez Diaco from a Hunter, and then witnessed her friend Laura
Bierce become a zombie. She was also captured by sleeper agent Zǐlì; a spy working for Shen-Ya
Pharmaceuticals. But throughout her ordeal, Mayu found herself growing closer to Tominaga and felt she
could trust him in a way she usually struggled to trust a man. Eventually he asked her out on a date and she
accepted. Mayu later proved her own bravery by saving Tominaga’s life from Zǐlì’s mutated form after she had
injected herself with the completed Kodoku Virus. In the end, Mayu was one of four survivors evacuated by the
B.S.A.A. She decided Tominaga looked much cuter without his glasses and following the incident on Sonido de
Tortuga, they both returned to Japan and started a relationship, both soon becoming major stars in their
homeland.
By now Raccoon City boasts a population of around 100,000 people, classifying it as a midsized metropolis. The city is quite isolated and constructed around a dry desert but it remains
an attractive place to live and visit. The Arklay Mountain range ensures the town is surrounded
by nature, with an expansive forest to the north and plentiful fresh water supplies thanks to
numerous rivers and streams criss-crossing through the woods and Victory Lake. The rapid
growth of Umbrella has made the city's expansion possible. Over the last twenty years the
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pharmaceuticals giant has created factory after factory, bringing huge economic growth to the
area and now nearly a third of the city's population are directly employed by Umbrella. The
corporation has developed an extremely close relationship with the town mayor, Michael
Warren, and as a result, Raccoon receives significant financial support from the company,
including investment in welfare, public service, construction of medical facilities and public
orders of maintenance. In return Umbrella gain more influence in the city's politics, and
Raccoon thrives under it all.
Mayor Warren publicly announces his 'Bright Raccoon 21st Plan’ intended to further
modernise the city, fight crime and protect the environment through a number of different
initiatives and expansion projects. The main funding source comes via sponsorship from local
private companies, but naturally Umbrella announce themselves as the main sponsors of the
plan and further establishes their positive corporate image in the city. Major projects under this
plan include proposals to build a new state of the art hospital in the centre of town, an
expansion to the existing tram system, the renovation of City Hall, a clean-up of the sewer
system and in later years, the formation of the Special Tactics and Rescue Service (S.T.A.R.S.).
Public reaction to the Bright Raccoon 21 Plan is positive and will surely stand Mayor Warren
in good stead when he comes up for re-election. Aside from Umbrella, the other companies
involved in the initiative are the Lmoki Uhnishi Corporation, the Big West Corporation and
the Lonsdale Corporation.
In South America, notorious drug lord Javier Hidalgo has risen from small-time drug dealer to
leader of a large criminal empire. His organisation is known as the 'Sacred Snakes' and rule
through a code of absolute obedience to its leader, based on a system of 'control through fear',
and brutally punishing traitors without exception. This crime syndicate has grown to have a
firm presence in South America and is feared throughout the land.
ORGANISATION PROFILE: THE SACRED SNAKES
The Sacred Snakes was the name of the criminal organisation founded and run by drug lord, Javier Hidalgo.
The syndicate was primarily based in the Amparo region of South America and ruled over the land by instilling
the upmost fear into anyone who dared think about opposing them. Javier made a name for himself at a young
age by dealing drugs when still just a teenager. As he got older and his influence grew, he ruthlessly slaughtered
his enemies cruelly and without mercy. Because he used
his immense wealth and armed might to influence local
government and law enforcement, the actions of his
organised crime ring went largely unchecked inside his
own country. The wealth of the Sacred Snakes was
generated primarily by all the drugs they exported all
over the world, and in later years they branched out into
human-organ trafficking. Javier held an immoral
philosophy by doing anything to get what he wanted,
and would place protecting those he loved above all else. He ruled with a ruthless intolerance of treachery and
was very generous and compassionate towards those who followed him, which is why there were those who
loved and respected him as a hero. The Sacred Snakes operated on a system of 'control through fear' and
brutally punished traitors without exception. They also had a reputation of awarding loyalty very well, which
helped them recruit new members and plant spies within local police and government. All members of the
syndicate had a black snake tattoo on their chest. Their methods were extremely profitable and in addition to
drugs, they also sold weapons and sometimes even human beings for the slave trade. The power and influence
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of the Sacred Snakes continued to spread and by 2002, they had come to be marked by the American
intelligence agencies.
The Sacred Snakes originally signed a contract with Umbrella in 1991 when Javier met representatives of the
Ashford Family and purchased a medicinal strain of the t-Virus in a bid to cure Javier's wife of terminal cancer.
When this failed, Javier resolved to use the virus to start up the Sacred Snakes' own biological weapons
program, which became known as 'Code: Remnants.' The Sacred Snakes began to research and verify the
usability of B.O.W.s. Later, t-type B.O.W.s, mainly zombies, were used as propagators of terror against hostile
forces in the area, including communist insurgents.
Although the main operating base of the Sacred Snakes remained a secret, Javier himself operated from an
expansive residence just inside the border of Amparo, nestled deep within the jungle. As well as being a luxury
stately home, the compound was also outfitted with laboratory facilities and storage warehouses running deep
underground. Despite the main headquarters of the Sacred Snakes being located elsewhere, this compound was
well protected against invasion by guerrillas and government forces. Although its standing mercenary garrison
was small, numerous B.O.W.s, traps, and state of the art surveillance and defence systems were deployed all
around the perimeter. There was also a bomb-shelter in the basement to which Javier could retreat to in an
emergency. The complex was also built to withstand such extraordinary situations as floods and natural
disasters.
The Sacred Snakes also maintained control over vital amenities in order to keep revenue up for the syndicate.
One such example was a large dam built under the orders of Javier on the Amazon Delta, boasting a total
reservoir storage capacity of 20 billion tonnes. Inhabitants of this remote area of the jungle had previously
never had adequate electricity and now felt indebted to Javier and the Sacred Snakes for supplying this
important power source. It also raised the standard of living and financial status of the Snakes and its
members. Originally, the dam was built to secure a large source of electricity to be used solely by the Sacred
Snakes, and also as a non-verbal threat to districts under their control. The dam had a complex floodgate which
Javier could release and induce massive flood disasters on areas downstream whenever he pleased. On one
occasion when a defiant tribe opposed the Sacred Snakes, Javier caused an intentional water discharge
'accident', ultimately wiping out the entire tribe and their village of 80 people.
As the years went by, the Sacred Snakes continued to have dealings with Umbrella and purchased low-cost
B.O.W.s that were mass-produced from the Chemical Plant in the Russian Caucasus. However, as Umbrella
became ever more desperate due to the business suspension decree enforced by the U.S. Government and the
spiralling legal costs of the Raccoon Trials, they were forced to raise their agreed price for the transactions. This
situation was irreparably damaged when Umbrella later tried to trick the Snakes into paying vastly inflated
prices for their products using a fake independent broker.
Following this, the Sacred Snakes switched their B.O.W. business dealings from Umbrella to the 'rival
company' after Albert Wesker first made contact with Javier in 2001. Before long, the Snakes had access to the
t-Veronica Virus and prototype Veronica-base B.O.W.s such as the Jabberwock S3. Javier planned to use the
Veronica virus as a form of treatment for his daughter, Manuela, who had contracted the same terminal disease
as her mother ten years earlier. In order for the treatment to work, she had to undergo regular organ
transplants and this was the primary reason the Sacred Snakes branched into human organ trafficking.
In 2002, Javier made contact with a former Umbrella researcher in a bid to recruit him into the Snakes and it
was around this time that the syndicate began to be monitored by the U.S. Government. This led to a covert
and ultimately successful mission to locate and apprehend Javier. Following his death at the hands of Leon S.
Kennedy and Jack Krauser, the Sacred Snakes crime syndicate went into collapse and was dissolved shortly
afterwards.
After showing much promise in her early years, Alex Wesker’s subtle development as one of
the most promising Wesker Children takes a turn for the worst when she develops an internal
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illness that once diagnosed, will stay with her for the remainder of her life, slowly weakening
her from within. But by this point she has already gained the complete trust of Oswell Spencer
and not wanting to discard such a priceless candidate, he takes a calculated gamble by
explaining Alex’s origins to her and deconstructing her role as a candidate in the Wesker
Children Project. This is a risk because one of the fundamental control aspects of Project
Wesker is that all candidates are designed to seek Spencer out and this manifested itself in a
deep desire to understand Spencer’s true motivations. All Weskers are quietly bound to their
master by this curiosity which is subliminally programmed into each of them at a young age.
But once this reasoning is explained, they would no longer be bound by this psychological
hold. But thankfully, Alex seems to react to this revelation in a positive manner. Out of all the
Wesker Children thus far, only she and Albert have been deemed promising enough to join
Umbrella. Alex is placed in the Information Department and Spencer even puts her in charge
of the Wesker Project to monitor the remaining candidates. Because of the secrecy of the
Wesker Project and the fact Albert is still unaware of his own origins, Alex takes on a
pseudonym during her time at Umbrella.
Early into her Umbrella career, Alex meets a researcher named Stuart. The two will go onto to
form a close working relationship and Stuart will come to idolise her, referring to Alex as a
scientific genius. She is also developing a keen but secretive interest in her ‘brother’, Albert.
Umbrella purchase Sheena Island; a remote isle located somewhere in Europe. The plan is to
have researchers and their families live on the island full time and create facilities allowing them
to mass-produce biological weapons. Over the next several years, Umbrella will invest billions
of dollars on the set-up. This location is small and isolated, well away from any major public
interest.
LOCATION PROFILE: SHEENA ISLAND
The exact origins of the island are unknown but it was believed to be purchased by Umbrella sometime in the
early nineties in preparation to mass produce Stage 3 t-Virus human biological weapons. The whole island was
privately owned by Umbrella and was off-limits to the public. Sheena was very small and mostly covered in
forest and mountainous landscape. There was a single city at the heart of the island and everyone living there
was connected to Umbrella in some capacity. There was also
extensive mining operations carried out across the island
and over the years several new facilities were constructed
including a large-scale bio-weapons manufacturing plant
and laboratory, hidden beneath the familiar facade of a
dilapidated old mansion. The population centre also
included important amenities such as a hospital, library,
church and restaurants. The city was designed so that the
residents there would be comfortable and happy, without
any lack of provisions that may cause them to become
homesick or want to leave the island. Instead of money, a swipe-card system was put in place so that all
residents could pay for goods and services with their Umbrella I.D. card.
The island community was split into sections, with each section having an appointed head that reported
directly to the island's 'Commander'. The commander reported directly to Umbrella Headquarters and was
responsible for sending progress reports and requesting additional supplies or guinea pigs for the island. The
section heads would often meet with the commander to report on any problems or security issues that may
have arisen and the island itself was subject to regular inspection visits from Umbrella’s top-brass.
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By 1998, Sheena Island was regarded as being more important to Umbrella than the underground facility in
Raccoon City due to the weapons plant now being used to exclusively mass-produce Tyrants and shipping them
out to other Umbrella facilities across the world. Thanks to a new variant of the t-Virus created through
extensive study of Sergei Vladimir's clones, more humans were now a compatible match to become a Tyrant
and Sheena Island was able to mass produce them at the factory. In addition, researchers at Sheena worked on
developing their own, unique Tyrant which was known as the 'Hypnos T-Type'. This Tyrant was designed to be
more ferocious and agile and was created using the ‘Hypnos
Gene’ and a special chemical secreted from the brains of
human teenagers as they went through puberty. This
chemical was known as Beta Hereto Nonserotonin. Test
subjects for this project were abducted from all over the
world and in order to keep them sane, they were permitted
to use the facilities of the island in a supervised capacity
such as the Heaven's Night nightclub and the Entrepot
Arcade. Employees and visitors to the island usually arrived
via helicopter or boat and a helipad was constructed at the
far side of the island next to an underground subway
station. The subway would ferry employees either to the Tyrant Factory or straight back to the city at the heart
of the island. Away from the city, the island was tranquil and covered with a thick blanket of forest. The El
Mona Mountain Road was a popular trail leading through the hills and woods and the Mountain Road
Highway allowed visitors to climb up the main peak located in the centre of the island. Sheena's coastlines also
presented some very picturesque beaches.
In October 1998, a group of guinea pigs escaped from the Paradise prison and caused a riot, leading to
Commander Vincent Goldman executing them all. This caused a major fracture in his relationship with the
other city section heads, who dubbed his methods as too cruel and inhumane. They knew Vincent had to keep
the incident a secret from Umbrella HQ and so they secretly began to wire-tap his phone and gather evidence
to present to the corporate executives on their next scheduled visit to Sheena. Their hope was for Vincent to be
stripped of his role as commander of the island.
Following the Raccoon City incident, the residents of Sheena Island began to get paranoid about just what had
happened there. Some even discovered the t-Virus was being kept on the island and made immediate plans to
leave. Shortly afterwards a private investigator named Ark Thompson arrived on Sheena looking to investigate
Umbrella's affairs. He was sent by Leon S. Kennedy, who by this point had begun working for the U.S.
Government. Ark posed as Vincent and began questioning the island's residents he knew had never met
Goldman face to face. Meanwhile, the section heads continued to gather evidence on Vincent's dealings and
waited patiently for the next set of executives to visit the island from headquarters.
Eventually, in late November 1998, Vincent Goldman learned of the section heads' plans to overthrow him and
intentionally caused a city-wide outbreak of the t-Virus to get rid of them all. In an ironic twist, Goldman was
killed by his own creation when he was skewered by the Hypnos Tyrant as he pursued Ark Thompson. Ark
himself managed to escape from the island via helicopter with the only two surviving residents of the island,
Lott and Lily Klein.
Following the incident, the fate of Sheena Island remains unknown. Although the Tyrant Plant was destroyed
and it's possible the island was abandoned or sold off following Umbrella's demise.
NOTABLE LOCATIONS:
NEW MIEL CHURCH - a small parish for island residents located downtown. Above the main altar in the
chapel was an Umbrella logo as if the congregation had to worship the corporation itself. Strangely the church
rooms were outfitted with pinball machines and activities for children. This was because the Tyrant guinea pigs
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were brought here for education and recreation. There was also a secret basement room accessed by switching
the dial from the grandfather clock in the study to the one in the hallway. This led down to a storeroom. The
parishioner of the church was one of the leaders of the city who attended regular meetings with Vincent
Goldman.
SOUTHEND THEATRE CINEMA - A very small theatre located downtown with only one screen and a small
audience capacity. There was a refreshment room and the projectionist's booth was located upstairs on the
second floor. As well as entertainment purposes, the cinema was also used for video-link seminars for Umbrella
executives and meetings of city section heads. This cinema was also used as the meeting venue when all section
heads were briefed on the Raccoon City incident.
RESTAURANT MERLI - A small restaurant located downtown. The owner held a deep fear of Umbrella and
their virus research. He planned to flee the island following news of the Raccoon City tragedy and found out
that the t-Virus was being kept on Sheena Island. Aside from the main dining area, there was a kitchen where
food was prepared and a freezer room. The restaurant was situated on the street between New Meil Church and
the Southend Theatre. Customers could pay for their meals using their employee I.D. cards.
CLUB ENTREPOT - An amusement arcade full of gaming machines. Employees could pay using their I.D.
cards. In the main reception area some stairs led downstairs to a small casino full of slots, blackjack and
roulette tables. Also features a café chain found across the island called ‘Wooden Box’.
LIBRARY - An extensive library located in a large building across two floors. All kinds of books were available
here as well as rare documentation kept in display cases. Study rooms were available on the second floor and
the stacks were accessed through a rear door on the ground floor.
CENTER HOSPITAL - A state of the art hospital located over two floors and a sub-basement. It was full of the
latest top of the range equipment, including an expensive CT scanner. All guinea pigs needed to have a
thorough medical screenings before they could be sent to the Tyrant Plant for experimentation. If any brain
tumours or abnormalities were discovered, the test subjects would be terminated.
SEWERS - Underground sewer network running across the city at the centre of the island. It was managed by
Andy Holland; an ex-convict turned janitor who was recruited to Sheena by Umbrella in 1997. Andy enjoyed
the peace and quiet of the sewers and even lived down there in one of the old pump rooms. He would often
patrol the tunnels with his torch and sniper rifle, looking for intruders. He also sprayed walls and doors with
graffiti to keep trespassers out.
PARADISE - Despite the name, Paradise was actually a prison complex used to house the guinea pigs brought
to the island from all over the world. The prison contained a main reception, an office area for employees and a
lavishly furnished prison chief's office. The imprisonment area was located on the opposite side with cells, a
shower room and an outside prison yard for those incarcerated to stretch their legs and perform exercise. A
watchtower was in the corner complete with powerful search light. The Prison Chief was one of the city leaders
who reported to Goldman.
HEAVEN'S NIGHT - A nightclub located in the centre of town. Sometimes the drugged-up guinea pigs would
be brought here under security detail to relax and unwind. The club contained a bar that sold expensive wine, a
stage area for live bands, and a V.I.P. room. Heaven's Night was often used for concerts and was located on the
main street next to the storage warehouse and directly opposite the Umbrella building.
WAREHOUSE - A large storage warehouse for anything from perishable goods to essential supplies. Transport
trucks would bring the shipments in from the docks and helipad on the far side of the island. A favourite
import of the islanders was alcohol and 'Osterich Beer' which was recognised as the ‘world's number 1 beer.’
UMBRELLA BUILDING - The corporate building located at the heart of the city where the entire island was
administered. The main lobby was richly furnished with marble reception desks and plush leather sofas. The
staff-only areas had a strict sensor-based security system in place that had to be deactivated with employee I.D.
cards. The Commander's office was located on the 13th floor and had a view that took in the whole city. It also
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housed a surveillance room monitoring various locations across the island with everything run by powerful
supercomputers. The building also contained a laboratory with at least one T-103 unit kept in storage here.
There was also an underground car park for employees to leave their vehicles securely whilst at work.
SUBURBAN HOUSING AREA - Located on the outskirts of town near to the canal, these were upper-class
houses usually reserved for higher-level Umbrella employees such as Dr. Klein who was stationed at the Tyrant
Plant in the Genetics Laboratory.
EL MONA MOUNTAIN ROAD - A mountain road leading through the woodland forest towards the mining
areas. Beautiful scenery by day but dark and foreboding by night.
FORMER CALD COLLIERY - An old coal mine located up in the mountains. Extensive mining operations
were carried out here as an additional source of revenue for the corporation. Workers in the mine made their
way up here from the city via cable car.
BAY AREA HIGHWAY - An area under construction as of November 1998 designed to allow easier passage
through to the Tyrant Factory. Also contained a rickety suspension bridge across a ravine.
MANSION - A long-abandoned stately home used as cover for the entrance to the subterranean Tyrant Plant.
The mansion had extensive garden grounds surrounding it and many areas were off-limits due to unstable
foundations and collapsed structures. The entrance to the Tyrant Plant was via a hidden door in the main hall
of the mansion. A space on the floor retracted to reveal a secret elevator that would take passengers down to the
first sub-level of the factory.
TYRANT FACTORY - Built underneath the foundations of a ruined old mansion, access was granted through
a trap door in the main lobby of the house. The factory was four levels below ground and contained an
underground tram system which ferried employees to and from a heliport at the edge of the island. This was
the main route for Umbrella officials to come and go from Sheena. The factory’s primary function was the
mass production of the T-103 Tyrant line, although other B.O.W.s were created and manufactured here
including ‘Plant 43’ {Ivy}, the ‘Evolved Licker and the Hypnos T-Type. The chemical plant’s official name was
“Thereise Chemical Plant” and across its four levels contained a security room, a monitor room, a generator
room, a culture experiment room, a gene manipulation room, the Tyrant cultivation room and an
atrium/vault.
After several years’ renovation and reconstruction,
the fully refurbished Queen Zenobia is named the
flagship of the Paraguas Line. With a crew of 1094
and a passenger capacity of 2200, the ship sets off
on a round the world cruise, with later plans for a
follow-up tour round South America.

"For all staff and crew:
The Queen Zenobia is a pleasure cruise liner that
provides world-class service with the comfort of a
luxury hotel for our passengers. This ship offers numerous services and facilities for our guests.
As a representative for this ship, it is your job to be familiar with all the facilities that can be
found here. The following list outlines some of the major facilities on this ship. Please reach
each one carefully.
Promenade Hall
Boasting an area of 150 m2m the ship's promenade hall has three floors, and is more spacious
than any other ship in the world. The interior is done in a Gothic style, with ceilings covered in
chandeliers. Its beauty and style rivals that of the finest opera houses.
Casino
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The ship's casino can be found next to the promenade hall. All kinds of gaming pleasures await
our guests, including card games and slot machines. Everything quests would expect from a
casino can be found here 24 hours a day.
Restaurants and Shops
The promenade hall has designer goods and brand-name stores from all over the world.
Guests can relax at our many restaurants and bars. There are also shops that cater to our guests
every day needs.
Emergency Communication Room
There is an emergency communication room next to the promenade that can be used as a
safety point during an emergency. Crew can also use this room to transmit an emergency
distress call should the need arise.
Solarium
The shuttered glass of the solarium overlooks the world's largest on-board swimming pool.
This romantic spot has been a favourite destination for many of our passengers. Be on the
lookout for couples who sneak in after hours."
-REREV: Ship Layout; Undated.

Umbrella Corporation secretly signs contracts with many other countries and governments
from around the world to sell them B.O.W.s and illegal bio-technologies.
In Asia, Mr. Delenikas takes over ownership of the prestigious Marhawa Academy. Under his
tutelage the school will prosper as one of the world’s premier educational establishments.
With the collapse of the Soviet Union, many countries strive for independence from the
commonwealth. The Eastern Slav Republic, located north of the Black Sea, is one of them.
Vulnerable, Eastern Slav falls into the grip of powerful business groups and the rise of the
Oligarchs. They boost the economy and reduce unemployment, but gain almost uncontrollable
power in the process, leading to corruption in the local government. Svetlana Belikova hails
from these business and financial conglomerates and enters into politics.
BMP-3 tanks are supplied to the East Slav government by a weapon merchant affiliated with
the black market. This was after the fall of the Soviet Union when information disclosures
expose many state of the art military vehicles and machinery to the international arms markets.
After years of tolerating an abusive marriage, Karena LesProux kills her husband with her bare
hands after was violent with one of their children. She is acquitted by a sympathetic judge and
tries to embark on life as a single mother – something she singularly fails to do. The real world
is no place for a trained killer.
Michaela Schneider is currently enlisted as a medic in the German military. She is an excellent
medic, dedicated to healing and keeping the human body working to its maximum potential.
Her talent in this area overshadows the fact that she also has an extreme lack of bedside
manner; it often seems it is her mission to terrify the person she is working on by detailing
exactly how much pain they can expect to experience. This is a particularly pertinent point as
she very rarely uses aesthetic.
Christine Yamata has grown up without developing the social skills necessary to operate
successfully in adult life. She is so obsessed with science that she is detached from normal
human emotions.
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Vladimir Bodrovski works as an intelligence technician in Russian security services, carried
over from a similar position in the old Soviet Union. He is well suited to the role where his
lack of standout physical or social characteristics help him to remain virtually invisible in any
situation. His work also brings him into contact with the seedier side of life – something he
soon discovers he has an affinity for. He soon begins to exploit his underworld network for his
own gain – namely blackmail.
Hector Hivers serves in the army because of his obsession with military grade explosives.
Lawrence Kimbala currently serves in the U.S. Army’s Special Weapons Program as a military
doctor based on his extensive knowledge of virology.
Crispin Jettingham also serves in the U.S. Army. His service record is exemplary.
In South Carolina, young Sienna Fowler takes advantage of her sex appeal to make money.
She organises parties for businessman and officials to record incriminating behaviour and
information, which she then sells to those wishing to blackmail or discredit them. After she
manages to dupe the U.S. Government’s top surveillance expert at one of her parties, she is
offered a job inside the U.S. Military. She is currently training to be a sniper.
Erez Morris serves in the U.S. Army as a medic, leaving behind a life as a stereotypical biker.
Marissa Ronson currently serves as an MI6 agent in the United Kingdom.
A youthful Ada Wong infiltrates a criminal organisation in America, which was developed and
led by the Chinese. Soon after her admission she draws attention to herself and quickly gains
the admiration of the supreme leader. Following this she inevitably experiences the envy and
jealousy of her ‘sisters’ in the organisation. Ada’s rise comes at a time when the organisation
experiences a remarkable boom. They soon grow from a small band of unknowns to one of
the leading Chinese underworld syndicates in America. Their occurs so rapidly that even the
U.S. Government catches wind of its existence for the way they deal so harshly with their
competition. During her time with the syndicate Ada hones her skills to the maximum.
Murphy Seeker joins the United States Marine Corps. In his time with the marines he will
refine his shooting skills and become an expert marksman. His skills with a sniper rifle are
second to none.
Ezra Sennett meets Matthew Russell at an orphanage. Ezra is so impressed by Matthew’s
intelligence and his strong desire to learn and be naturally curious that he decides to formally
adopt him. Matthew goes back with Ezra to be raised at Philosophy University. When he
comes of age, he will be Ezra’s personal secretary and planned successor.
Poly Burton is born. Second and youngest daughter of Barry.
Lukas Butler and Olivia Price are born. Both will enrol at Philosophy University in Western
Australia when they come of age.

1990:
Finn Macauley is born. He will go on to be a member of the North American branch of the
B.S.A.A. He will fight in the Edonian Republic conflict in December 2012.
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CHARACTER PROFILE: FINN MACAULEY

*Born: 1990 Died: 2012. Height: UK. Weight: UK. Blood-Type: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: B.S.A.A.
Finn Macauley was a rookie member of the B.S.A.A. who joined the organisation in 2012. He was honest and
sincere, if somewhat timid. He held Chris Redfield in high regard and sought him out soon after joining to
speak with him, but unfortunately Finn was so nervous he couldn't get any words out. His mother always tried
to encourage him to be more outgoing to improve his confidence but it was an aspect of life he always struggled
with. He trained in demolitions and explosives and his first mission
with Alpha Team was the Edonian Civil War where Neo-Umbrella had
supplied the Edonian Liberation Army with the C-Virus under the
guise of a nutritional supplement. Finn was apprehensive in the build
up to the mission but Piers Nivans took him under his wing and
ensured he was okay. The day before leaving for Edonia, Finn wrote a
letter to his mother describing how honoured he was to be fighting
alongside Chris Redfield and the rest of Alpha Team. He also
promised he would try to be more outgoing and asked her not to
worry about him.
The mission in Edonia launched on December 24th, 2012 and Finn was
responsible for delivering the mission briefing and providing details of the J'avo; the new species of B.O.W. the
guerrillas were using against them. He also drove the armoured personnel carrier and used its heavy weaponry
to drive back the Ogroman creature. When the team was pinned down at a train station, Finn used his
explosives to clear a path through for Alpha Team to escape. Later in the mission, when Bravo Team were
pinned down on a bridge, Finn bravely rescued a wounded Bravo member and helped out his hero Chris when
part of the bridge collapsed. He also disabled several anti-tank guns which allowed B.S.A.A. bombers to launch
an airstrike on a second Ogroman.
After Alpha Team penetrated City Hall and secured Carla Radames, Finn was tasked with looking after her.
But his inexperience resulted in him becoming distracted and Carla seized her chance to ambush the whole
team. Detonating a needle bomb, Finn was infected with the C-Virus and turned into a chrysalid whilst
desperately pleading with Chris Redfield for help. The chrysalid then hatched and what remained of Finn was
now a Napad B.O.W. The creature charged at Chris and slammed him into the floor, causing his head injury.
He was eventually killed by B.S.A.A. support troops.
Lily Klein is born. She will go on to live with her family on Sheena Island, becoming involved
in a t-Virus outbreak in late 1998.
CHARACTER PROFILE: LILY KLEIN

*Born: 1990. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. Blood-Type: UK. Nationality: UK. Affiliation: None.
Lily Klein was a resident of Sheena Island, moving there when
Umbrella purchased the island and her father became head of the
Genetic Engineering Research Department at the Tyrant Plant. She
led a happy and ordinary life alongside her brother, Lott, who was
four years older than her. She was far too young to understand
anything about Umbrella who employed and housed everyone on
the island and remained blissfully ignorant to the insidious work
that her father supervised at the factory. Like all the children on the
island, she was educated to believe that Umbrella Corporation was
elitist and that outsiders not affiliated with the company should not be regarded as ‘ordinary people’.
Lily's happy life came crashing down around her when the city at the heart of the island was engulfed in a
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t-Virus outbreak. Her parents soon become infected and desperately shouted for her to run and escape before
transforming into zombies and attacking her. Lily and Lott ran into town and took shelter at the Umbrella
building opposite the Heaven's Night nightclub. Lily waited there whilst Lott went off to look for help. After
becoming bored waiting, Lily began to fiddle with the controls and listened to several recorded conversations
between Vincent Goldman, the island's commander, and his mother. It was there she was found by Ark
Thompson. But before he could question her, Lott returned and he and Lily escaped. Together they fled down
the canal and back to their house in the suburban area. Lott went ahead to the factory whist Lily hid in the
wardrobe of her bedroom. She was again found by Ark and he gained her trust by vowing to save her brother.
After finding Lott, all three of them escaped from the island on a helicopter. What became of Lily after the
events of Sheena Island, remains unknown.
A construction worker takes a job at Umbrella assigned to the South Pole base. Not long after
starting his new post, he hears rumours from other workers of a man supposedly locked up in
a cell deep underground and that sometimes his cries for help can be heard. The worker takes
this story with a pinch of salt but his colleagues have taken to naming this helpless man
'Nosferatu' after the old horror movie. The worker will remain stationed at the South Pole
facility for the next eight years, passing on the story of Nosferatu to many other people.
Nosferatu’s identity is Alexander Ashford, who is chained up far below, his body ravaged by
the prototype t-veronica virus.
A woman from Edonia comes to America as an immigrant in her early twenties.
THURSDAY DECEMBER 29TH 1990
At the South Pole facility, Alfred and 'Alexia' visit the lab on B6 Level by the ant hill and
celebrate 'Tanya's' 13th birthday for the 7th time.

1991:
Moira Burton is born, daughter of Barry.
CHARACTER PROFILE: MOIRA BURTON

*Born: 1991. Died: NA. Height: 165cm. Weight: 50.7kg. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: TerraSave.
Moira Burton was the eldest daughter of member Barry Burton and was born in 1991 to his wife, Kathy. At the
time her dad was a serving Air Force officer but the family later relocated to Raccoon City when Barry was
asked to assist with the planning and foundation of the S.T.A.R.S.
teams. Moira was caring and loving towards her younger sister
Poly and together they wrote a small note on a family photograph
that Barry kept on him at all times whilst at work.
In 1998 a bluff-threat was made against Kathy, Moira and Polly
when renegade operative Albert Wesker tricked Barry into
believing Umbrella agents were ready to eliminate his family
unless he complied with his every order. This led to a distressed
Barry being forced to manipulate his friends during the events of
the mansion incident. In the aftermath, Barry decided to relocate
his family to Canada to keep them safe from Umbrella.
Several years later, Moira and Polly were playing around the house when they discovered Barry had
accidentally left his gun case unlocked. Moira took out a loaded pistol and after messing around, it went off in
her hand and badly injured Polly. Moira was hysterical at the sight of her sister lying prone on the floor and
Barry soon arrived and shouted at Moira to call for an ambulance. Although Polly ultimately survived, this
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incident caused a deep rift between Barry and Moira and their relationship began to drastically break down. It
also left Moira with a profound fear of firearms.
Over the next few years she developed a number of bad habits she persisted with purely to annoy and upset her
stubborn father. She would blatantly ignore him and developed a purposeful rebellious streak and a passion for
foul and abusive language. But it was through Barry that Moira came to know Claire Redfield and they
developed a close friendship. It was Claire’s influence that eventually led Moira to joining up with TerraSave in
early 2011. Again this was partly done on Moira’s part purely to antagonise Barry, who desperately wanted her
to stay out of anything bio-terrorism related having had first-hand experience of the dangers himself. But as
usual she ignored him and their relationship continued to fracture. She was dismayed that anytime she asked
him for anything he always pushed back. By this point their relationship was so estranged she no longer called
him ‘dad’ and referred to him only as ‘Barry.’
Moira attended a welcoming party at TerraSave headquarters to welcome new members and met up with
Claire. But shortly afterwards they were attacked by armed mercenaries and abducted. They were all injected
with the t-Phobos Virus and used as candidates in the so-called ‘fear experiments.’ Moira later awoke in a
prison cell on an isolated island in the Baltic Sea. She was wearing a strange sensor bracelet that monitored her
fear levels and was being watched on camera. After being rescued by Claire, they teamed up to explore their
surroundings, encountering infected creatures known as the ‘Afflicted’ and discovering their every move was
being watched by someone known as ‘The Overseer.’ Claire managed to find some guns but Moira refused to
take one, insisting she was perfectly happy to point the flashlight and smash things with a crowbar.
Eventually they made it outside and found a radio tower. Moira tried in vain to send out a distress call but
there was no indication the message was sent and as the sun went down on the island they saw they were
trapped. The Overseer then led them to a nearby fishing village where they met up with other TerraSave
survivors. After a narrow escape following another Afflicted ambush, Claire and Moira were saved by Neil
Fisher and made it to an eerily abandoned residential town. It was here they came across a little girl named
Natalia Korda. At first, Natalia kept running away but Moira reassured her and insisted they were like sisters
because she also wore an identical sensor bracelet. After Natalia was abducted, Moira became annoyed that
Claire seemed more interested in tracking down Neil than she did about finding Natalia. She teased Claire that
she seemingly had more than a professional interest in their boss yet also cautioned that his bracelet never
changed colour from green and that something about him appeared off. Eventually, Moira’s suspicions were
proved to be correct when it was revealed Neil had betrayed them all. He had sacrificed his own employees to
take part in The Overseer’s experiments in exchange for an Uroboros virus sample. But the Overseer, revealed
to be Alex Wesker, betrayed Neil and infected him with Uroboros. He mutated and attacked Claire and Moira,
and they only escaped alive because Moira was forced to overcome her fear of guns and save Claire. She had
tears in her eyes and suffered flashbacks to Polly lying bleeding on the floor as she crawled towards the gun and
then blasted the mutated Neil in the face. Sheer drive and determination to survive and help her friend
overcame her profound fears and prevented the t-Phobos virus from activating.
From there, Claire and Moira confronted Alex Wesker at the top of the Monument Tower and watched
bemused as Wesker proclaimed that she had conquered fear and would be reborn like her brother before
suddenly shooting herself in the head. This triggered a self-destruct system and as they desperately tried to
evacuate, Moira was trapped by falling rubble and Claire had no choice but to leave her behind.
Somehow Moira survived the explosion but was badly injured and the traumatic experience caused a higher
secretion of noradrenaline around her body, making her sensor bracelet turn red. But because she had earlier
overcome her fear of firearms in the fight against Neil, she didn’t mutate and actually began to adapt to the
t-Phobos virus instead. Her comatose form was found by Evengy Rebic and he brought her back to his home in
the sewers to recover. It took about eight weeks before she was back on her feet and at first Moira’s relationship
with Evgeny was fractious because his stubbornness reminded her of Barry. Likewise he viewed her as a spoilt
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little brat who didn’t appreciate what she had. But over time their relationship forged into a solid partnership
as he taught her to hunt for food and survive in the wilderness. They also had to rely on each other to survive
after Moira accidentally went against Evgeny’s orders not to go out at night and accidentally led the viruscarriers back to their hideout. During her time with Evgeny, Moira began to think more about Barry and even
had a dream where he was all alone on his deathbed. She realised she did love her father and promised to make
amends should she ever escape from the island and find him again.
Whilst hunting around the fishing village, they came across a document with a lead about Evgeny’s missing
daughter, Irina. This clue led them both to the mining area where they ultimately learned she had become just
another of Alex Wesker’s many innocent test subjects and had died. Evgeny himself died shortly after this,
leaving Moira alone once more.
Using her new survival experience, Moira began to explore and map the island on her own, and near the mines
she came across Barry’s B.S.A.A. identification, suggesting he was somewhere on the island. Moira tracked him
to Wesker’s hidden underground facility and there she saved her father and Natalia from the mutated Alex.
Eventually, Moira escaped with the others on a helicopter brought to the island by Claire. Following the
incident, Moira’s relationship with Barry healed completely and they began a fresh start as father and daughter.
Barry also formally adopted Natalia and she became Moira’s little sister.
As Javier Hidalgo continues to build up his drug
empire in South America, his blissful existence
is thrown into chaos when his wife Hilda is
diagnosed with a rare form of cancer. Their
daughter Manuela is only five years old at this
point and too young to understand what is
happening to her mother. The cancer is very
aggressive and Hilda's physical condition
deteriorates very rapidly. Javier hires the best
doctors and physicians in the land but there is
only so much they can do for her. The disease
appears to be terminal.
Desperate, Javier begins to look elsewhere and contacts Umbrella because of their reputation
as being the world's leading pharmaceutical and medical firm. Representatives from the
company do a thorough background check into Javier, discovering his vast wealth and business
empire through the Sacred Snakes criminal organisation. Javier's money and sheer desperation
grant him access to the more illegal side of Umbrella and a series of meetings are set up to
come to an arrangement. With Javier's empire based in South America, a relatively nearby
Umbrella facility is Rockfort Island, currently run by representatives of the Ashford family. The
current head, Alfred, is at university at England and will take over the running of the island
upon his graduation in two years’ time. In the meantime, a representative of the Ashford family
comes to meet with Javier in Amparo to see if they can agree a deal.
Following three years of preliminary study, William Birkin attends a meeting with Oswell
Spencer to discuss the G-Virus with the goal of approval for a formal research project. He
carries over a stack of research papers and projected charts showcasing the potential of this new
virus, but Wesker does not believe Spencer will approve the project simply because it is still
years away from being perfected and deviates heavily from their original conception of a
biological weapon. However, given Spencer’s secret fascination with evolution, Wesker is in for
a surprise. After an impressive presentation by Birkin, Spencer immediately approves the
project. Now with full financial backing, Birkin can proceed on what will soon become his life's
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work. This development surprises Wesker as the G-Virus is still an unknown and a massive
gamble. The main difference between the G-Virus and the t-Virus is that an organism infected
by the G continues to mutate indefinitely. Because a virus is an unprotected form of a gene, it
can mutate easily. This mutation can happen when a virus is left on its own, but once a virus is
inside another organism, something different occurs. A gene in an organism's body hardly
mutates even though a virus modifies its structure, unless there are external influences like
radiation exposure. However, an organism infected with the G-Virus will keep mutating itself
without any external influence until it dies. Wesker notes that similar characteristics exist in the
t-Virus. When they placed a B.O.W. specimen under certain circumstances, they recorded
some genetic recombination caused by an activated virus in the body. However, in the case of
the t-virus, it always needed some external influence to trigger the recombination, and the
results were always close to what the research teams predicted. What concerns Wesker about
the G-Virus is that it lacks such predictability. There is no way to foresee what sort of
recombination will take place, and nothing can stop the mutation, making any external
manipulation worthless. Essentially this means that even if it could be perfected, the G-Virus
could produce either the evolution of the ultimate organism, or total destruction. Wesker even
doubts they can call it a weapon at this stage and this is why he cannot understand Spencer
giving the G Project the thumbs-up. Even after all this time, he cannot work out the old man's
motivations and it is beginning to play on his mind now more than ever. The strings of ‘Project
Wesker’ are tugging again.

In a strange way, the approval of the G-Project helps make Wesker’s mind up on something he
has been considering for a while now. Over the last few years he has begun to feel his
limitations as a researcher. Birkin is an unparalleled genius and Wesker could never hope to
be as good as him and has the sense to realise that. His true intention is to find out the thinking
and motivations behind Spencer, to lift the curtain above the elusive CEO of Umbrella. He
also knows the G-Virus project is quite beyond his capabilities as a scientist and so with this in
mind he applies for a transfer to the Information Department. Here is where Wesker hopes to
dig up more information on Spencer in secret.

"Back then, when Birkin's G-Virus project received approval, I applied for a transfer to the
Information Bureau and was readily accepted. Everyone must have seen it as a natural move,
giving up my post as chief researcher to seek a career change. The truth is that the G-Virus
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project was quite beyond my capabilities. Even if my true goal was determine Spencer's real
motivations, everyone felt that my abilities as a useful researcher had reached their limits."
-Wesker's Report II; Archived 1995

PROJECT PROFILE: G-VIRUS PROJECT
The G-Virus Project was spearheaded by Dr. William Birkin and can be traced back to a miraculous and purely
chance discovery found inside the body of Lisa Trevor, the primary t-Virus experimental test subject, back in
1988. At that time, Birkin’s research partner at Arklay Laboratories, Albert Wesker, had gone against his wishes
by acquiring a sample of the NE-Alpha parasite, a project fronted by Umbrella Europe to investigate better
control mechanisms over B.O.W.s through the use of artificial parasites. But their research had stalled because
the prototype parasite was too aggressive and always killed its host within five minutes of insertion. Whilst
Birkin dismissed the concept, Wesker believed they could hijack and monopolise the Nemesis project for
Umbrella USA if they could find a suitable test subject able to survive invasion by this foreign parasite. Lisa
Trevor, who had attained a remarkable durability thanks to the numerous viral injections she had been
subjected to over the last 21 years of confinement, was an ideal candidate. Thanks to the influence of Oswell
Spencer, Wesker was able to secure a sample of the parasite to proceed with this
theory.
Again, Birkin initially showed little interest, but at least acknowledged the
importance of the forthcoming experiment for the parasite was a radically new
concept in their field, fully artificial and constructed entirely through gene
manipulation. They injected the NE-Alpha parasite into Lisa Trevor on a
cellular level, where it attached to her brainstem and began to grow. But within
minutes all traces of the infant parasite vanished completely. Puzzled, Wesker
initially thought the parasite had overwhelmed and consumed her, but Birkin
believed she had instead completely absorbed the parasite, and in doing so
brought out of dormancy an entirely new recombinant virus that had been constantly mutating inside her ever
since she was first injected with the Type B Progenitor variant in 1967. After many long hours of study, it was
Birkin who discovered it. This new recombinant virus was wholly different to the t-Virus variants discovered
previously and this revelation would lead their research in an entirely new direction. It was significant enough
to throw away all their previous data and begin studying her from scratch. Birkin realised that even though
nothing had changed with Lisa Trevor on the surface, on a deeper level she had constantly been changing and
21 years of internal mutation had rendered her capable of absorbing the Nemesis parasite.
Birkin spent the next few years studying the new strain virus which was based on a completely unproven idea
and was even more removed from the concept of developing a weapon then their previous t-Virus research. G
possessed the ability to create different types of cells unexpectedly by promoting the intense division of somatic
cells. Whilst the t-Virus only typically possessed one mutation cycle, the G-Virus continued to mutate
indefinitely until the death of the host. This meant the genes of the host organism would constantly mutate
until they became an entirely different lifeform altogether. There was no way to predict the course of these
changes to the host’s genetic structure, meaning it was impossible to create effective countermeasures.
Significantly, these new lifeforms were fertile and could breed with infectants from their own species to create
further G-Organisms. This again differed drastically from t-Virus infectants who were all sterile. Marvelled by
the potential possibilities, Birkin’s focus changed. Rather than create B.O.W.s like he had been doing with tVirus research, his ultimate goal soon became about the creation and breeding of G-Humans as an evolved
super-human species.
In 1991 Birkin made a detailed proposal to Oswell Spencer, who, to Wesker’s surprise, immediately approved
the project. Wesker’s confusion was based on G’s ability to either create an idolised life form or mutate an
infectant into uselessness, but he doubted either of these outcomes could truly be classed as a weapon, which is
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what he believed Spencer wanted. But at the time, Wesker was oblivious to Spencer’s true intentions and as
Umbrella’s CEO held a secret interest in eugenics and the rapid acceleration of natural human evolution, he
could see the potential of the G-Virus in helping him achieve his ultimate aim of ruling over an evolved race of
humanity as a god. In Spencer’s eyes, if the G-Virus could be perfected, he would have human evolution in the
palm of his hand.
With the G-Virus Project now officially underway, Umbrella began construction of a new state of the art
research facility that would be located underground on the outskirts of Raccoon City. This new billion-dollar
location would be where the G-Virus project was housed. Construction took two years and by 1993 the facility
went online, and William Birkin transferred across from Arklay Labs alongside his wife, Annette, and a
talented research team. Two years previous, Albert Wesker had elected not to take part in the G-Virus project,
confessing the concept was above his head and it helped him reach a decision to end his researcher days.
Although still affiliated with the t-Virus project at Arklay, Birkin’s replacement as Chief Researcher was a
talented individual from Umbrella’s Chicago branch named John Clemens.
The G in G-Virus stood for Golgotha; named after the hill where Jesus Christ was
crucified only to rise again later as a new lifeform. The Golgotha Virus was
sometimes also referred to as the ‘God-Virus’ because it made an infected host
undergo a complete change at a genetic level, tampering with DNA and
promoting further evolution. It also had the ability to revive the dead, predating
this same trait that was later incorporated into several t-Virus variants following
the Raccoon City incident. G also represented the seventh letter of the alphabet
foreshadowing the creator who warned man against creating the seven deadly
sins.
As the 1990s progressed, the G-Virus Project ran under the supervision of the
Chicago Branch; the leading branch of Umbrella USA at that time. At first things proceeded smoothly, but a
fracture began to appear in the relationship between Chicago executives and William Birkin as the latter’s
vision for the project drifted further away from biological weapons development and more towards creating an
evolved race of G-Humans. Birkin had initially desired for personal success with the G-Project to reward him
with a leading executive position within the company. Unlike his old colleague Wesker who sought power for
purely personal reasons, Birkin wanted executive status so he could control Umbrella’s abundant research
funds to further his work, but as time went on, it soon became apparent that Umbrella’s demands were always
different from Birkin’s wishes, and this conflict of interest would fester and eventually erupt completely,
culminating in the entire Raccoon City incident.
Over time Birkin became frustrated with the Chicago branch and felt their meddling in the G-Project was
impeding his ability to study the virus freely. He was required to make frequent progress reports and despised
being under their control. To show his anger, he began becoming negligent with his reports, and the Chicago
executives took notice, marking him as a troublesome and potentially dangerous individual to the
corporation’s ongoing success.
Throughout 1997 and 1998, the G-Virus moved onto clinical human trials and test subjects were largely
sourced from a pool of orphaned children housed in a special facility operated by Umbrella in Raccoon City.
Effects of the virus at this stage included skin melting and face peeling and the virus slowly replaced the host’s
original cells with G cells until a completely new life form was created. Simply known as ‘G’, these new beings
had a natural instinct to reproduce and could breed with members of the same species, i.e. two human G
infectants could create offspring together, as could two G dogs and so on. But as the nature of G’s mutations
were entirely unpredictable, a stabilising agent would be required, which led to the eventual creation of the
DEVIL antigen, spearheaded by Birkin’s wife, Annette. The rewriting of RNA and DNA with the G-Virus was
something very sudden and something was needed to control the G-Virus’ sudden mutation and to prevent the
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host from becoming just another mutated creature rather than an entirely new organism. G Creatures
reproduced by implanting embryos into another host, but the adaptability measures depend entirely on
hereditary traits and close genes. This was why typically G Creatures would seek out a blood relative as they
were the most likely compatible match for a G-embryo to take hold. If the new host was incompatible, the
embryo would burst free of its host and mature individually into a G-Adult monster. These creatures were
highly aggressive and completely uncontrollable. They also possessed the ability to spawn G-Young larvae from
their mouths.
When a new organism in infected with the G-Virus, the G embryo could take all the time it needed to fuse with
the host body, if the body’s immune system didn’t resist it. When this fusion was completed, the host body’s
cell structure was swapped out entirely for the virus’s, and the organism evolved completely into a new G
organism. Looking at this process from the opposite direction showed that the opportunity arose to use G
antibodies. So long as they were administered in the early stages of infection, they would be viable. This would
slow down the G-cells changing the host organism’s body structure, and rather than ravaging and feeding, it
would adapt and theoretically bring about dramatic evolution in the subject. In terms of human beings, the
final product would be a G-Human, an evolved homo sapiens with increased life-span, reduced aging, superior
immune and reproductive systems, and remarkable regenerative abilities. Theoretically anyone could undergo
this process, rather than only special individuals identified by Progenitor-based viruses.
By 1998 the G-Virus clinical trial was entering its final stage and Birkin made some predictions about its
biology and biological functions. The subject’s intelligence would drop immediately, with linguistic ability
disappearing within a few days. Eventually they would lose their reason and their humanity. G would be a
creature of pure instinct, driven only by the need to survive and reproduce. They would be highly adaptable to
any environment thanks to its unusually accelerated cell division. Furthermore, its extraordinary regenerative
capabilities would make it extremely difficult to kill using conventional means. But the most remarkable
feature of G was its reproduction capacity. These traits sounded ideal for bioweapons, but Birkin knew that
once the virus was perfected and completed, the G’s would retain their human form to a large extent.
Birkin’s announcement about his G-Creature research led to the Chicago branch declaring the G-Virus project
as the next evolution of B.O.W. research and enabled them to assume what essentially amounted to dictorial
control over Umbrella. This show of arrogance only wound up their rivals at Umbrella Europe who began to
improve pre-existing B.O.W.s and develop the Nemesis T-Type project, all done to restrain the rapidly growing
influence of Umbrella USA. Worried about the mobilisation of their main rival, the Chicago executives began
to put enormous pressure on Birkin to complete the G-Virus project, which only further disillusioned Birkin
with Umbrella and the direction they wanted to take his work. All they seemingly wanted was new B.O.W.s
with the G-Virus, they did not possess his vision about evolution and evolving humanity. The Chicago branch
imposed sanctions on him and Birkin and he became paranoid and predicted other scientists would take over
his research data, remembering what had happened in the past with Dr. Marcus.
Amidst all this turmoil, the G-Virus Project continued and in one trial a G was introduced to a group of 30 test
subjects. In just 2 hours and 36 minutes, it was observed that all but one of the test subjects had been implanted
with an embryo. All subjects were later disposed of although one subject broke down during experimentation
and took its own life. In another experiment, a G was introduced to a subject with some natural resistance to
the t-Virus but was still implanted with an embryo within 24 minutes. This confirmed that t-Virus resistance
did nothing to stop the mental deterioration caused by the G-Virus. At the same time, work progressed on
DEVIL to help stabilise the host’s metamorphosis into a G-Creature whilst limiting brain cell rejection and its
unpredictable mutations.
By now, the impatient Chicago branch demanded Birkin complete the virus and deliver it by September 25th
1998. But their constant meddling coupled with his increasing paranoia caused his work to fall behind
schedule. He believed the G-Virus Project was compromised by spies and that the executives were plotting to
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get rid of him. He believed he would be blamed for the Arklay Laboratories biohazard that resulted in the
leakage of sensitive research data and even convinced himself a team of agents would be sent into Raccoon City
to eliminate him, using the false guise of targeting the surviving S.T.A.R.S. members. All this culminated in
him contacting the US Military with a proposal to defect to the U.S. Government, bringing all his research
across to them on the condition he could continue to study freely and without sanction. This negotiation with
the government and Derek Simmons led to the unfolding of the biohazard in Raccoon City. Umbrella caught
wind of Birkin’s plan and sent in the U.S.S. to eliminate him and forcibly retrieve the G-Virus. Birkin was
mortally wounded in the resulting exchange and forced to inject himself with his own creation to stay alive. But
because Golgotha remained incomplete, instead of the perfect G-human he envisaged, he became just another
mindless G-Creature, losing him humanity and his once brilliant mind. He would go on the rampage for an
entire week, looking for viable hosts to implant embryos and reproduce before eventually being killed when the
underground lab self-destructed.
In the aftermath of the Raccoon City incident, the G-Virus project
stalled when it quickly became apparent that Umbrella possessed
no one at Birkin’s level of genius who could take the research
forward, and as a result the virus remained incomplete. The
creatures it produced were too unstable to be practical B.O.W.s.
and so the entire project came to a standstill. But in the early
2000s, the G-Project was revived and incorporated into a new
virus fusion concept. This was a radical idea to use the t-Virus as
an antibody at a gene level to supress the random and never-ending mutation cycles caused by G and further
harness this ability by adding electrical properties. The ability of an infectee to create an electromagnetic
barrier would not only protect the host from projectile weapons, but more importantly it would keep the GVirus in check and provide the host with some sense of control. This fusion of both viruses became known as
the t+G-Virus. Umbrella were in dire straits at the time thanks to the business suspension imposed on them
after Raccoon City, and t+G demonstrated enough potential for it to be the centrepiece of the company’s
revival plan. But the risk of taking the positive traits of both viruses and trying to force them together was not
without complications, and initial variants proved unsuccessful. V091 was unsuccessful in creating the desired
bioelectrogenesis and the Tyrant it created was riddled with deformities as a result. V092 was more successful
but the prototype and resulting research data were stolen and eventually destroyed in a revenge incident caused
by a disgruntled Umbrella employee named Morpheus Duval. With all the research lost, the G Project was
suspended once again in 2002. With the eventual collapse of Umbrella completely just a few years later, the GVirus Project ended unceremoniously without final success.
UNOFFICIAL CONTINUATION:
When the U.S. Government recovered Sherry Birkin from Raccoon City, she represented the closest living
thing to a G-Human and she was subject to all manner of experimentation by government scientists, helping
them acquire valuable data. They were also able to extract recombinant G from Sherry which had been heavily
suppressed by the DEVIL antigen. This variant of the G-Virus was taken by Carla Radames and combined with
t-02; a weakened form of t-Veronica incorporated with the DNA mutation attribute extracted from the t-Virus,
to create the C-Virus, and research would continue for the next decade.
Following Umbrella’s demise, Frederic Downing had an ambitious plan to complete the G-Virus project using
resources provided by WilPharma under the guise of researching an effective vaccine. He was a former
Umbrella employee and part of William Birkin’s research team. He stole samples of the t and G-Viruses and
fled right before the Raccoon City disaster. He later found employment at WilPharma, another leading
pharmaceutical company, and planned to develop a vaccine for both, believing it would increase their value to
then sell as a set to the highest bidder. But although he was successful with the t-Virus, the complex nature of G
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proved to be too difficult, and he eventually concluded that the virus was too volatile and too dangerous.
Officially, WilPharma shelved the project and the stolen sample was kept in lockdown ever since, classified as a
Level 4 virus alongside Ebola, Marburg, Smallpox and Yellow Fever. Downing sought to recoup his loss by
holding a practical demonstration of the G-Virus and selling its data to terrorists. In 2005 he manipulated a
damaged former member of TerraSave named Curtis Miller into injecting himself with the virus. But because
the virus remained incomplete, Miller turned into just another G-Creature, rather than the desired G-Human
that had always been William Birkin’s initial goal.
Shortly afterwards, Wesker leaves Arklay Labs and takes up his new position in Raccoon City,
breaking up a partnership with Birkin that dates back to 1978. Wesker will not see Birkin again
for four years.
Not long into his new role, Wesker meets a young woman in her 20's, an immigrant from the
Eastern European country of Edonia. Her surname is Muller and the two begin a brief affair.
Whilst in the Information Department he also meets Alex Wesker. She is using a pseudonym
and he is completely unaware of her significance at this point. Together they will become fierce
rivals and give each other higher standards. Alex for her part harbours a deep respect towards
Albert and views him as an equal having shared her own experiences.

With Umbrella now employing one third of the population of Raccoon City in one form or
another, Oswell Spencer announces plans for a new state of the art research facility to be
constructed directly beneath the city. Construction is estimated to take two years and many new
underground structures will be built alongside the existing sewer network which Umbrella
hopes to take full control over. This will allow employees to move freely to and from the
facility without being detected. The facilities and equipment on offer will also far surpass
everything already in Raccoon, including Arklay Labs. Spencer even makes ambitious
proposals to extend the underground rail and cable car system to aid transportation to various
points across the differing facilities. The site chosen for the primary annex of this new facility is
Lonsdale Train Yards on the very edge of Raccoon City in the industrial district, next to a
Water Treatment Facility already owned by Umbrella. On ground level is a factory and
marshalling yard that Umbrella immediately purchase. The factory will be closed down but will
remain standing to act as a cover to shield the main access point to the new lab. As well as an
underground rail system, tracks will also be expanded above ground leading into the forest.
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This rail link will then connect to the existing private tracks the Ecliptic Express runs on. The
train can be also be garaged and serviced at the vacant factory.
THURSDAY FREBRUARY 15TH 1991
A significant date in the military career of Erez Morris as he takes part in Operation Desert
Storm during the Gulf War. He will later have this date tattooed on his arm.
SUNDAY FEBRUARY 24TH 1991
After a series of secret meetings, Javier Hidalgo and the Ashford family representative agree a
deal for Javier to purchase an experimental oncolytic strain of t-Virus from Umbrella known as
t-JCCC203. Regular injections of the virus directly into Hilda's bloodstream should in theory
destroy the cancer cells invading her body, however, Javier is made aware of the risks involved
with using the virus. But faced with no other choice, he plans a course of treatment for Hilda
regardless. Javier pays an extremely high sum to obtain these samples and notes that he doesn't
fully trust the Ashford representative but there is nothing else he can do.

"That man... He seems to have ties to the Ashford family, but I don't fully trust him. But, I'm
interested in the information he has about virus therapy. For Hilda it is now or never. I believe
he called it 't’... Tomorrow I will give it a try."
-REDC: Javier's Memorandum: 24/02/91

MONDAY FEBRUARY 25TH 1991
Javier begins Hilda's treatment and injects her
with the t-virus variant.
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 28TH 1991
The end of the Gulf War. Erez Morris has
the date inked on his other arm as a memento.
TUESDAY APRIL 30TH 1991
Two months in and Hilda's treatment appears
to have worked. The oncolytic t-virus has destroyed all traces of the cancer in her body but she
still remains in a coma. Javier is prepared to sacrifice his entire empire in order to make her
well again, but he is unaware a side-effect of the virus is resulting in the degeneration of Hilda's
brain cells, causing her to lose her intelligence and making it less and less likely that she will
ever regain consciousness.

"I'm glad to see that Hilda is doing better.
Administering the virus evidently has worked. Two months later she has regained much of her
strength. The cancer that was spreading through her body has miraculously disappeared.
Now I only have to wait until she regains consciousness. Hilda, I will make you well again, no
matter if I have to sacrifice everything."
-REDC: Javier's Memorandum; 30/04/91

MONDAY MAY 6TH 1991
Javier is enraged when his Umbrella contact decides to raise the price on any future deals
concerning the t-Virus variant. Whilst looking for alternative means to acquire it cheaper, he
hears rumours of the Ashford's greatest achievement; the t-Veronica Virus. Javier is told stories
it is far superior to the t-Virus in every way and decides to do look deeper to find out the truth
behind this claim.
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"Even for all the good he's done, I can't believe the pretentious bastard thinks he can raise the
price on me. I have found another channel by which to obtain 't’. This one is called 'V', and I
am told that it is a more perfect virus.
I need to find out if that is indeed true. If he thinks he can get away with taking advantage of
me, he's in for a rude awakening. It's not about the money. No one makes a fool of me."
-REDC: Javier's Memorandum; 06/05/91

SATURDAY MAY 11TH 1991
Javier is frustrated that Hilda still does not wake up. She has recovered physically, yet shows no
sign of coming out of her coma and for the first time he begins to wonder if the virus is
responsible. But he is frightened the cancer may return if he stops the treatment and in the
meantime has been unable to turn up any significant information on the t-Veronica virus.
Despite offering cash to Umbrella representatives in return for information, all he can find out
is that an accident occurred with the virus back in 1983 and shortly afterwards all research on
the project was scrapped. But if this was true, why would some researchers be claiming
Veronica was a more perfect virus than ’t’?

"Why? Why doesn't she regain consciousness? Her body has long since recovered... I don't
understand it. It is due to more than just her will to live.
Could it be a side-effect of the virus? But if I stop administering it to her, she will become weak
again. I still don't have any information about 'V'. What should I do?"
-REDC: Javier's Memorandum; 11/05/91

MONDAY MAY 20TH 1991
Nine days pass and there is still no change in Hilda's condition. Javier begins to seriously doubt
she is going to wake up at all. He can feel his anger intensifying.

"God, I curse you. Is that what life is? Is life simply being alive? Oh Hilda, don't leave me. I
can't lose you!"
-REDC: Javier's Memorandum; 20/05/91

Unfortunately, later that day the virus finally causes Hilda to mutate horribly. After countless
injections she loses her human form completely. Her body mass increases and she develops
amphibian characteristics. She is quickly subdued by Javier's men and restrained.
IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: HILDA MONSTER
Hilda Hidalgo's unique mutation was a result of countless
injections from a special medicinal strain of the t-Virus
designed to attack cancerous cells. After weeks of
treatment her body mass became dramatically swollen
and she developed four large tentacles, losing her human
form completely. She became extremely aggressive and
developed a huge appetite due to her considerably
increased bulk. She was always on the lookout for fresh
prey and driven by her fierce hunger. She also developed
several amphibious characteristics, including webbed feet and very smooth skin. When attacking her targets,
she used her tentacles to lash out or the sting in her tail to poison them. Because of her amphibious qualities,
Hilda liked to remain in water and could propel herself at amazing speeds under the surface despite her huge
body size. She was also capable of jumping large distances. Although she spent less time on dry land, she was
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still highly mobile. Research showed she lost the ability to understand humans and therefore could not be
trained to follow commands, but unusually for t-Virus creatures, she retained enough intelligence to remember
her former life. She would not attack Javier or Manuela at all, and if she ever heard the song she used to sing to
Manuela when she was a baby, she would lie down and listen quietly, as if in a trance. Although she couldn't
communicate herself, she had the unique ability to change her skin and eye colour to express her emotions.
HILDA 1ST FORM - This was her appearance when moving in the water. Under this form, she would attack by
grabbing rocks and throwing them at her enemies.
HILDA 2ND FORM - Because of the extreme feeling of anger, part of her skin turned red as a reflection of her
emotion. After the protective covering on her head and neck was broken down, part of her brain was exposed.
In this form, she could spew poison from her mouth and anything that gets touched would be heavily damaged.
Hilda was held in Javier's underground warehouse in a special tank for over ten years. If anyone dared oppose
Javier, they were given to Hilda as a sacrifice.
Javier keeps the Hilda monster a secret from Manuela and informs his tearful daughter that her
mother has died from her illness.
FRIDAY JUNE 14TH 1991
Despite losing her human form and becoming a vicious monster, Hilda still shows signs of her
old personality, clearly recognising Javier when she looks at him and changing colour to express
her emotions. He decides to move her to a special facility and keep her out of public sight. He
will announce to the surrounding regions that she has succumbed to her illness and died. But
in reality he will do whatever it takes to keep her alive.

"To question the meaning of life is folly. I have the power and the means to fulfil my mission.
That mission is to keep her alive.
Soon, I will move Hilda to a special facility. I can't make any more of a public spectacle out of
her. Hilda's life is in my hands. And I must protect her."
-REDC: Javier's Memorandum; 14/06/91

Following the virus' failure to bring Hilda back, Javier finds himself unable to trust outsiders,
especially Umbrella. But after seeing the effects of the t-virus first hand, he remains in contact
with the company and will sign a number of weapon contracts with them over the next several
years. This will form the basis of Javier's own Code: Remnants bio-weapons division.
SUNDAY JULY 7TH 1991
On this day, a photograph is taken of the
picturesque Arklay Mountains. This image will
later be replicated in a beautiful painting and
find its way into the Baker household in
Louisiana.
SUMMER 1991 (CIRCA)
Following several months of negotiation with city
Mayor Michael Warren, Umbrella agrees to
fully fund construction of a new state of the art
hospital in Raccoon City as part of the ‘Bright 21st Century for Raccoon City Plan.’ This earns
Umbrella a lot of public support and will generate many new jobs. This facility is due to open
in 1992 and will replace the old hospital situated out in Raccoon Forest.
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Following their brief relationship, Albert Wesker ends his affair with Ms. Muller and walks out
on her. She is heartbroken having developed strong feelings for him. Not long afterwards she
discovers she is pregnant and makes a decision not to tell Wesker. She instead makes hasty
arrangements to leave America and return to her homeland of Edonia to give birth.
MONDAY AUGUST 19TH 1991
This is a famous day in the Soviet Union and a pivotal moment in the life of Colonel Sergei
Vladimir as the Soviet Coup d’état gets under way. This is an attempt by a member group from
the government to take control of the country from Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev. The
coup leaders are hard-line members of the Communist Party opposed to Gorbachev's reform
program and the new union treaty that he negotiated which dispersed much of the central
government's power to the republics. Sergei Vladimir is a member of the Communist Party and
heavily backs this bid for glory.
WEDNESDAY AUGUST 21ST 1991
The Coup d’état fails, collapsing in just two days and Mikhail Gorbachev returns to
government. This event greatly destabilises the Soviet Union and is widely considered to lead
to both the demise of the Communist Party and the collapse of the Soviet Union itself. Sergei
Vladimir's world collapses in on him this day and he feels as though he is trapped at the bottom
of a pit filled with mud and blood, looking up at a world of hopelessness. The collapse of the
Soviet Union and the loss of power of the Communist Party is finally sealed. Everything he had
spent his life fighting for is now gone. Sergei crouches at the base of this dark pond and feels
his body being pecked away by the harsh predators of capitalism. Soon there would be nothing
left. He is a broken man.
AUTUMN 1991
With political turmoil in Russia increasing by the day and the collapse of the Soviet Union
becoming ever more apparent, decorated Red Army and Russian Special Forces veteran
Nikolai Zinoviev, like so many of his colleagues, finds himself stranded in a country that no
longer needed him. To escape the ongoing chaos, Nikolai resigns his commission and leaves
Russia, shortly thereafter taking up employment with Umbrella.
DECEMBER 1991
Sergei Vladimir also approaches Umbrella looking for work. Due to his decorated military
background he is readily accepted and like all new employees, undergoes a body and blood
test to determine whether he may be a suitable candidate for the Tyrant Program. With so few
people having the right genetic mix to become a candidate (roughly 1 in very 10,000,000),
every employee Umbrella hire is tested for this. The Tyrant Program has been ready to go
since 1988 but as of yet, not a single viable specimen has ever been found. However, this all
changes when results show Sergei is a compatible candidate and could potentially be used as a
host for the first Tyrant prototype. However, during his army days, Sergei took part in a
number of classified military procedures, one of which was an experimental cloning program.
Ten copies of Sergei had been created at the request of the Soviet Army from cloned cells.
These men had been trained as soldiers and raised by Sergei himself. They have even fought in
battle alongside him. Umbrella express a desire to purchase these clones from Sergei in order
to kick-start the Tyrant Program. Having ten potential hosts rather than one could enable the
researchers to perform immediate experiments that could realistically have taken decades. But
due to Sergei's personal attachment to these clones, he is reluctant to part with them.
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Knowing that Sergei is great friends with Nikolai Zinoviev, Umbrella use Nikolai to try and
persuade his old friend. Nikolai writes an open and frank letter to Sergei expressing the great
service he would be doing not just for Umbrella, but for their homeland by turning these
clones over. Like Sergei, Nikolai is a patriot and they share the same values. Eventually,
Nikolai's persuasion wins him over and Sergei replies by letter.

“Nikolai, I apologise for the delay in responding.
Your offer definitely has the potential to turn quite a profit. However, the price I had to pay
was high and had to be considered carefully.
I have not changed my mind about relinquishing them. I understand that these ten soldiers I’ve
fought alongside with are nothing more than a number, a price tag, to Umbrella.
I'm sure you are finding this all quite amusing, Silver Wolf, but this is a sad day for me. I feared
the day I would have to make this decision. After all, these men were all raised by me and are a
part of me. I can't help but feel reservations about turning these thinking, feeling human beings
into biological weapons and cursing them to an eternity of living death.
However, I have made my decision and will not waver. Progress is always built on sacrifice. If
we are to truly restore our Mother into the great country she once was, I am willing to endure
any amount of suffering, and a price in blood is still a small price to pay.
If I have to cut down my very body, it is a sacrifice I am willing to make. I will wail and shed
tears of blood and rend every last flesh of regret from my body if it means I can usher in a new
age.
My answer, comrade, is yes. Silver Wolf, your wish shall be granted."
-REUC: Letter from Sergei to Nikolai; undated.

With possession of these ten clones, Umbrella ship them directly to Arklay Labs where work
begins using their DNA to try and engineer a refined variant of the t-Virus to allow more
humans to become compatible hosts for a Tyrant. In exchange for his donation, Sergei is given
an executive position within Umbrella and is tasked with restructuring Umbrella's growing
paramilitary units. He will also force a close bond with Oswell E. Spencer and pledge his total
allegiance to him.
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 25TH 1991
This day marks the official end of the Soviet Union. The hammer and sickle flag of the
U.S.S.R. is taken down and replaced by the Russian flag above the Kremlin.
SATURDAY DECEMBER 28TH 1991
At the South Pole facility, Alfred Ashford and 'Alexia' visit the lab and celebrate 'Tanya's" 13th
birthday for the 8th time.

1992:
Jake Muller is born in Edonia. He is the son of Albert Wesker and inherits his father's unique
blood type, rendering him immune to most viruses. He will go on to become a freelance
mercenary.
CHARACTER PROFILE: JAKE MULLER

*Born: 1992. Died: N/A. Height: 190cm. Weight: UK. Blood-Type: O. Nationality: Edonian. Affiliation: None.
Jake Muller was born into a life of poverty in Edonia, Eastern Europe. The only family he had was his mother
and she was poor, resulting in them living a very basic life wavering on the poverty line. Jake's father was the
infamous Albert Wesker who was still working at Umbrella when Jake's mother met him in America. Their
affair was brief and Wesker abandoned her before she discovered her pregnancy. When she did, she returned to
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Edonia without telling him about her condition. When Jake was old enough to ask about his father, his mother
would only say that he walked out on them both, something Jake grew up feeling extremely bitter about.
Although his mother tried to reassure him that his father cared, Jake felt extreme animosity towards Wesker,
despite not knowing who he was or even his name, for his mother never told him. He was also completely
unaware of the genetic legacy he had inherited. Albert Wesker had
a very rare and special blood type which rendered him immune to
most viruses. He was one of the few individuals who successfully
adapted to the experimental virus making up part of Oswell E.
Spencer's 'Wesker Children' program, and this unique blood type
had now been passed onto Jake.
Jake was just a child when his mother fell ill with a serious disease,
meaning he had to support her as best he could, despite being only
a teenager. Her condition was treatable and doctors believed she
could make a full recovery so long as she received specialist
treatment. Unfortunately Jake and his mother barely had enough
money to cover their daily needs and an expensive treatment
program was out of the question. Despite her condition, Jake's
mother did the best she could to provide and protect him.
Regardless of the way she had been treated by Wesker, her feelings
meant she would never speak ill of him to Jake. Jake loved his
mother with all his heart and couldn't understand why she was
still enamoured with his father, the man he believed had abandoned them.
As Jake got older, he developed impressive fighting and athletic skills, and decided to put them to good use by
becoming a mercenary. He knew the profession paid well and so he sold his services to the highest bidder,
despite being just 15 years-old. At the time, Edonia was on the brink of civil war and Jake fought in several
skirmishes three years before war was declared. He had no love or care for politics, he just wanted money to pay
for his mother's much-needed medical treatment. However, not long after he had become a soldier of fortune
his mother succumbed to her illness. Jake was away at the time and she left him a note on her death bed
apologising for leaving and expressing her eternal love for him. It was also her dying wish for Jake to one day
find Wesker and stop hating him. Jake was devastated by his mother's passing and was now truly alone in the
world. The first group of mercenaries he joined after his mother's death taught him everything he needed to
know about armed and unarmed conflict. His trainer was strict and demanding, though had a soft spot for
Jake. He fought in conflicts in Europe and the Middle East before finding himself in South America in 2009. By
now, Jake's trainer treated him almost like a son and Jake himself over time had allowed his barriers to come
down and was able to feel a sense of attachment to him, something he had only previously felt for his mother.
Unfortunately, this mercenary was actually a double agent who sold out the whole unit. The entire squad was
wiped out apart from Jake and one other survivor, who went on record to say that Jake saved his life. The
enemy had come at them with knives and despite being out of bullets, Jake stood his ground and fought back,
earning a deep scar down his face in the process, but driving the enemy back long enough until reinforcements
arrived. His fellow survivor could not believe how strong and intense Jake was in that moment.
After being betrayed by his father figure, Jake put his faith in the only person who had never let him down-himself. Any compassion in his heart was lost, and he drifted from war to war as a soldier of fortune. Over time
his heart grew cold and his only passion was money, despite the fact he no longer had a pressing need for it. He
didn't make friends, he didn't trust anybody, didn’t love anybody and refused to worry or take responsibility
for anyone or anything else. As time went on his combat experience increased and his survival skills became
more formidable. His cynicism created an unapproachable aura, and even his fellow mercenaries considered
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him to be moody and distant. The only thing he trusted was cold, hard cash, and he had no time for the
concerns of others. He was a consummate mercenary, selling his services to the highest bidder without any
concern for the ideologies or the groups that employed him. Those he did work with said he was not a very nice
guy, but not exactly bad either, just a killer without conscience solely motivated by financial gain. Jake
continued to fight for the next three years.
In 2012, agents working for The Family on behalf of Derek Simmons had been researching everything about
Albert Wesker since his death in 2009 and uncovered evidence that he had sired an illegitimate child. The
Family's vast global network of intelligence agents soon pinpointed Jake as a likely candidate and managed to
acquire a DNA sample. This sample confirmed Jake to be Wesker's son and confirmed they shared the same
unique blood type, meaning Wesker's alleged immunity to viral infection was passed down onto him. The
Family wanted a sample of Jake's blood to assist with research on the in-development C-Virus and assigned
their top agents to locate him. He was soon found back in Edonia fighting in the ongoing civil war and
Simmons in his capacity as the U.S. Government's National Security Advisor, sent in D.S.O. agent Sherry
Birkin to secure Jake and escort him safely out of the country. Sherry was under the misguided belief that
Simmons wanted Jake's blood to create a vaccine, and never knew it was actually to enhance the deadliness of
the virus. Carla Radames was sent in on orders from Simmons to ensure Sherry succeeded in her mission. But
unbeknownst to everyone involved, Carla wanted Jake for her own nefarious purposes and that of NeoUmbrella; a terror organisation she herself had founded as part of an elegantly crafted revenge plan against
Simmons.
It was December 2012 when Neo-Umbrella supplied the Edonian Liberation army with several B.O.W.s to help
them overthrow the government troops, which in turn led to the intervention of the B.S.A.A. Carla Radames
supplied the rebels with the C-Virus under the guise of a nutritional drug and when they injected themselves
they all became J'avo creatures with the exception of Jake who was immune. Shortly afterwards, Sherry Birkin
made contact with Jake and Carla got visual confirmation of Wesker's son as the two of them made their
escape. Jake was initially selfish and sarcastic towards Sherry, assuming she wanted to hire him for protection.
He asked for £200,000 up front and another $200,000 when they were safely out the country, with an extra
charge for killing B.O.W.s. However, he was taken aback when she explained the importance of his blood and
what it could mean to the world. Not quite believing her but deciding to play along regardless, Jake asked for
$50 million in exchange for his blood samples. Together the two of them fought through Edonia, engaging the
J'avo and avoiding B.S.A.A. troops who mistakenly saw them as the enemy. They were also pursued by the
Ustanak; a terrifying humanoid B.O.W. unleashed by Neo-Umbrella and designed to track Jake down in a
similar manner to the Nemesis T-Type hunting the S.T.A.R.S. back in Raccoon City. Yet after a while, Jake and
Sherry began to make an effective team.
Eventually, the two of them ran into Chris Redfield and the rest of Alpha Team. Jake was initially cold with
Chris and angered Piers Nivans with several remarks before they were interrupted by the arrival of two
Ogroman B.O.W.s. Jake and Sherry assisted Alpha Team to bring them down before Chris arranged transport
to get them to Sherry's rendezvous point in the neighbouring town. During the flight, Sherry spoke with
Simmons who agreed to pay the money Jake asked for, making him realise that the importance of his antibody
was very real. But before they could get to the rendezvous point, they were attacked by Neo-Umbrella
helicopters and the Ustanak once again, resulting in their chinook going down. Jake and Sherry parachuted to
safety and landed on a mountain. But they were soon being chased again and took shelter in an old mine where
they were forced into a game of cat and mouse with the Ustanak.
By morning they looked to have finally escaped but were apprehended by Carla Radames and agents of NeoUmbrella. Carla calmly informed Jake that he was the son of Albert Wesker, one of the world's most infamous
bio-terrorists before ordering the Ustanak to knock him unconscious. Jake and Sherry were secretly transferred
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to a Neo-Umbrella research facility on the outskirts of Lanshiang, China, were they would be held in isolation
for over six months. In the meantime Derek Simmons was told both Jake and Sherry had been killed in Edonia.
For months Jake was experimented on and numerous blood samples were taken. He was quizzed about his
father and in turn learned all about Wesker and how he almost came to destroy the world. It took Jake a while
to come to terms with these revelations and he began to wonder just how much of his father's personality he
had inherited, coming to believe that being the son of such an evil man explained his lack of compassion during
his time as a mercenary. He also believed Sherry had known about his link to Wesker all along and that was the
only reason why she wanted him. He felt angry that she did not tell him.
Jake was an intelligent young man and early into his confinement, had already picked up fluent Cantonese after
eavesdropping on his guards. He never let on to the fact he could understand them, but it helped him plot his
eventual escape. After being reunited with Sherry, they fought through the lavish mansion above the research
facility and managed to get in contact with Simmons, who to Sherry's surprise was already in Lanshiang. After
stealing a motorbike and avoiding a tank, Jake and Sherry managed to escape the compound and ride into the
city which unknown to them was swarming with J’avo.
Neo-Umbrella's agents pursued them relentlessly through the
urban districts but they were assisted by Chris Redfield and
the B.S.A.A. who were in the middle of their own mission
and scouting the upper levels of the buildings. Although they
were too far away to talk, Jake wondered if Chris knew that
Wesker was his father. After moving on, they were attacked
by a creature known as the Ubistvo before witnessing a U.S.
Government plane crash down into an industrial zone. At the
crash site they met Leon Kennedy and Helena Harper. Leon
shocked them both when he revealed that Simmons was the
one who had masterminded the whole thing, leading Sherry
to question what the consequences of handing Jake over to Simmons would be. The four of them were soon
separated after being attacked by the Ustanak and Jake and Sherry continued on to the rendezvous point
regardless, again being pursued by the Ubistvo down the canal and being secretly assisted by Ada Wong in the
process
After eventually reaching Simmons, he admitted his reasons for causing the bio-terror attack in Tall Oaks
before the place was suddenly ambushed by J'avo. Simmons was shot and infected with the enhanced C-Virus
and Jake and Sherry were captured once again by Neo-Umbrella and taken to an undersea oil field located 80
miles off the coast. Hours later they were eventually set free by Chris and Piers who had come to rescue them
following directions passed on by Leon. When they finally met up, Chris admitted to Jake that he was the one
who had killed Albert Wesker. Enraged, Jake almost murdered Chris in cold blood before composing himself
long enough to realise that he was a better man than his father and that there were more important things at
stake than simple revenge. It was then that they discovered Neo-Umbrella's ultimate plan, which was to unleash
a huge B.O.W. known as the Haos and allow it to infect the planet with the C-Virus. Chris and Piers focused on
the Haos whilst Jake and Sherry escaped. They needed Jake alive to use his blood to create a vaccine for the
C-Virus.
After one last confrontation with the Ustanak, Jake and Sherry made it out of the facility safely and his blood
was used to create the vaccine. He later told Sherry he lowered his asking price from $50 million to $50.
Following the incident, Jake's relationship to Albert Wesker was classified top secret and he was allowed to go
free. At some point, Jake visited a small village under attack by B.O.W.s and he made a deal with a small boy to
get rid of them all in exchange for an apple. But when B.S.A.A. scientists feared the C-Virus may eventually
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evolve and mutate, they began to seek Jake out once again, launching a worldwide manhunt. His current
whereabouts remain unknown.
Ricky Tozawa is born. He is the nephew of Doug Wright and will go on to get caught up in a
C-Virus outbreak at Marhawa Academy in 2012.
CHARACTER PROFILE: RICKY TOWAZA

Born: 1992. Died: N/A. Height: UK. Weight: UK. Blood-Type: UK. Nationality: UK. Affiliation: None.
Ricky Towaza was a second year student at the Science and Engineering Department of Bennett University in
Singapore. He was the nephew of Doug Wright, a professor at the university specialising in microbiology.
Ricky had lost his parents in 2002 and since then Doug had been his legal guardian. He studied on Doug's
course at the university and Doug was always reminding him that they needed to keep things professional
whilst in a working environment and not to call him 'Uncle Doug'
when at the university. Ricky was a good kid but typically lazy for a
student. He was struggling a bit with his course and Doug was
forever on at him to pay more respect and attention to his lectures.
He was also immature and deeply inexperienced with the opposite
sex, often coming across very awkwardly around the female students.
When Doug was invited out to Marhawa Academy by Mother
Gracia, he decided to take Ricky along as he believed it would benefit
his studies and he promised him extra credits. Upon their arrival,
Ricky was impressed with Marhawa and treated their excursion as
one big holiday. He also became friendly with the senior student
council president, Bindi Bergara and the vice chair Alisa Lin. He
flirted with them both and Alisa in particular took a shine to him.
Ricky was shocked when Mother Gracia showed them the zombified
student chained up in the basement. Doug wanted to bring in the B.S.A.A. immediately but Gracia refused.
Instead, Ricky helped Doug try and locate patient zero by searching every corner of the school and its
surrounding wildlife. Ricky's antics caught the attention of several senior students who tried to bully him, but
he was saved by Alisa.
Later that night, whilst Doug was out investigating areas of the school, a zombified Alisa attacked Ricky whilst
he was asleep and bit him on the neck. Ricky was restrained to his bed and Doug expected the worst. But
despite running a high fever, Ricky never transformed into a zombie and seemed unaffected by the bite.
Puzzled but extremely grateful, Doug and Ricky resumed their investigation and over time Ricky began to
suspect Mother Gracia more and more, believing her to be hiding something. When a fire later broke out at an
old building off limits to students, Ricky deliberately accused Gracia of destroying evidence. When a third
zombie showed up, Gracia still refused to bring in outside help and sabotaged Doug's jeep so that he and Ricky
could not leave the complex. Gracia insisted she would not let them leave until they had solved the crisis that
had enveloped her beloved academy.
After some construction workers got infected in the basement, Ricky and Doug joined Ray Hsu and Tahir
Kapoor to investigate. Inside they were attacked by a number of zombies. A dying worker talked of how a
mysterious hooded woman had been watching them and after someone mysteriously killed the power, Ray was
attacked and killed. Following that incident, Tahir decided to give Doug and Ricky some weapons training and
shortly afterwards more zombies attacked on the day of the school festival. When Bindi tried to use the latest
incident as a way of exposing Gracia's determination to put the school's reputation above human life, she was
stripped of her position as school president and placed in confinement, a decision Ricky severely disagreed
with.
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Ricky was forced to take charge of himself when Doug was severely injured after they cornered the real hooded
woman, only to discover she was actually a former student called Nanan Yoshihara who had been transformed
into a Lepotica B.O.W.; a creature capable of spreading the C-Virus in gaseous form.
Without the aid of his uncle, Ricky was forced to continue the investigation on his own. By now Mother Gracia
decided to finally send out an S.O.S. call to the B.S.A.A. but Ricky lamented it was too late before going to visit
Bindi in her room. He'd suspected for a while now that she was hiding something and from the other side of
the door Bindi confessed her role in how events had unfolded and how she had received the C-Virus from the
hooded woman and injected it into Nanan's body. Together they caused the biohazard at the school to expose
Gracia's shocking denial of all the bullying and suicide attempts that had taken place at Marhawa. Ricky held
Bindi at gunpoint but she had already injected herself with the C-Virus and became a J’avo. After tossing him
aside, Bindi and Nanan went on to infect the entire school with the virus. Ricky was eventually amongst the last
of the survivors and contemplated suicide just as Chris Redfield, Piers Nivans and Mera Biji arrived to save his
life. Immediately, they went to the infirmary to rescue Doug but Nanan had gotten to him first and turned him
into a zombie. Ricky was forced to shoot his uncle in the head to put him out of his misery.
Ricky worked with Chris to survive and together they faced down Lepoticia Nanan. However, Ricky spied the
hooded woman on a gantry above and ran upstairs to confront her whilst Chris was distracted below. The
mysterious woman was revealed as Carla Radames of Neo-Umbrella. She easily subdued Ricky and attempted
to inject him with the virus only to be interrupted by an attack from Nanan. Eventually, Bindi and Nanan were
both killed and Ricky survived to escape Marhawa on a helicopter with Chris and Piers as the only survivors.
Following the incident, Ricky returned to Bennett University to resume his studies and developed an intense
hatred of biological weapons. He was under observation by the B.S.A.A. for some time until they were certain
he was not carrying any infection.
A year later he was in Lanshiang, China, when Neo-Umbrella attacked the city. Ricky documented the events
with his camera and snapped several pictures of the B.S.A.A. in action, recognising Chris Redfield of Alpha
Team. He also saved a woman and her young child from a J'avo. He wasn't afraid anymore.
Lucas Baker is born in Dulvey, Louisiana. He is the eldest child of Jack and Marguerite Baker.
He will prove to be mentally unstable and later becomes affiliated with criminal organisation
‘The Connections.’
CHARACTER PROFILE: LUCAS BAKER

Born: 1992 Died: 2017 Height: 182cm Weight: 68kg B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: The
Connections
Lucas Baker was a dangerous, deranged psychopath who grew up mentally unstable and progressively became
worse as he got older. In 2014 he and his family became embroiled
in a biohazard incident when an E-Series bioweapon known as
‘Eveline’ got loose on the Baker estate in Dulvey, Louisiana. Later,
Lucas developed ties with notorious criminal organisation ‘The
Connections’, the creators of Eveline, and provided situation and
progress reports on their escaped asset. He did this for over two
years, all whilst studying the mold and at the same time
developing his own interests.
Lucas was the oldest child of Jack and Marguerite Baker and was
impressively intelligent. From infancy he developed a keen
interest in robotics and engineering, an unusual hobby for a child
his age. At the age of just six he received an honourable mention
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in an amateur robotics championship in 1998. He also went on to finish 3rd and 2nd place in two junior
engineering contests. This combination of Lucas’ uncanny intelligence matched with his often unusual and
eccentric behaviour saw Marguerite be concerned enough to take him to the hospital for a brain scan. But
nothing of any concern was revealed and Marguerite bought Lucas a 259-piece jigsaw puzzle as a reward for
being good.
For a young child, Lucas was excessively paranoid and hated the way other kids teased him about his behaviour.
His friend, Oliver, had heard of Lucas’ trip to the hospital and branded him a ‘crazy head.’ Lucas took
exception to this and decided to punish Oliver by inviting him round for a faux birthday party. Without Jack,
Marguerite, or his sister Zoe knowing, Lucas callously locked Oliver in the attic inside his bedroom, shutting
him inside via remote control. Oliver screamed and begged to be let out but Lucas ignored him and even
changed the remote control so Zoe couldn’t go inside the attic. He melded the new remote control with one of
his inventor’s contest trophies so she could never find it. After several days, Oliver’s pleading and crying died
down and he eventually starved to death and died. Lucas changed the remote control from the attic again as
Oliver’s decomposing corpse began to drip through the ceiling. Although nothing was ever proven and Oliver’s
disappearance was never solved by the authorities, rumours of what happened began to follow Lucas around
and became known as a ‘bad seed’ within the local Dulvey parishes. People stayed away from him and these
rumours also affected the Baker family who until then had enjoyed a quiet, reserved reputation.
Lucas also had a tempestuous relationship with his father and aspects of his deranged behaviour was attributed
to Jack becoming violent with him whenever he got drunk. But like his dad, he was also a big fan of American
football and had posters all over his room. Lucas also struggled to build relationships and was quite isolated
with no friends. As a result he never had a girlfriend and this again only added to his bitterness towards others.
In October 2014, Dulvey was caught up in the midst of a hurricane that devastated much of the local area.
Lucas was having a particularly bad week at the time, beginning when Jack slapped him across the face for
checking his phone at dinner. He was then yelled at for criticising Marguerite’s cooking and Zoe called him a
pervert when she caught him watching her doing yoga in her room. Things came to a head when Jack got drunk
again and locked Lucas’ stuff in the red box out on the veranda. Lucas was so wound up he took to venting his
frustrations out in his journal on his laptop.
A few days later, Lucas was out in the bayou in the aftermath of the storm and discovered the wreck of the LNG
Annabelle, a large tanker that The Connections were using to secretly transport Eveline and her two handlers,
Mia Winters and Alan Droney. He told his father and Jack went out to the wreck and brought Mia and Eveline
back to the house. Later that night, Eveline got loose and began infecting the family one by one, secreting a
psychotropic mold-like compound that rendered the infectant highly susceptible to control. Once under, Jack
and Marguerite quickly incapacitated Lucas and dragged him into his old bedroom so Eveline could infect him
with the mold. Over the next few weeks, Lucas’ experienced sickness, visions, and hallucinations of Eveline and
soon his infection progressed from stage 1 to stage 2 and he became completely under Eveline’s control. Like
the rest of the family, Eveline restricted Lucas’ infection to stage 2 so he retained his human form and would
carry out her absolute bidding. Over time the family began to abduct local strangers and reports of missing
people soon began to flood the area. The Bakers retreated from public sight completely and soon they were
declared missing themselves. Rumours of their demise were unfounded, but the parishes again whispered
about Lucas, the ‘bad seed’ of the family.
Whilst all this was going on, The Connections were searching for their missing bio-weapon and tracked her
location to the Baker estate. By now Eveline had gone without her treatment for a significant period of time
and was too dangerous to approach. But she was also content in a new, secure family environment that she
craved so much. This provided a unique opportunity for study and instead the organisation decided to monitor
Eveline and gather more data. In January 2015, the company approached Lucas alone and injected him with an
experimental serum that reduced his Mold infection from Stage 2 to stage 1. This meant he retained his
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regenerative capabilities but was free of Eveline’s control. But so long as he continued to play along, she would
be none the wiser. In exchange for this gift, Lucas agreed to provide progress reports on Eveline back to The
Connections. In November 2015 he decided to lock Mia Winters up in the cell of the Guest House basement
after her outbursts became too violent. He thought this action might infuriate Eveline but she did not seem to
react.
Over the course of the next year Lucas continued to file status reports back to The Connections whilst at the
same time continuing to work with the other Bakers to capture local people to add to Eveline’s family. Anyone
unsuitable were either converted into Molded or killed. Occasionally Lucas kept one of the captives as a
plaything to satisfy his own sadistic tendencies. He had converted the barn next to the main house into a
twisted labyrinth of sadistic traps and games for his unsuspecting victims. In August 2016, Lucas noticed a
change in Eveline, noting how she suddenly began to rapidly age and increased in vomiting more of the mold,
contaminating most of the main house basement. Eventually Eveline stabilised again but now had the
appearance of an elderly woman. The Connections supplied Lucas with the E-Necrotoxin serum should she
ever get out of control. He also noted how she was making the family kidnap even more people to add to her
family, although none ever made the cut and were all converted into Molded creatures. Lucas insisted this was a
constant irritant as it always fell to him to clean up the mess.
By 2017, a research team from The Connections had arrived
on site and established a small research facility in a section
of the nearby abandoned Abercrombie Salt Mines. They
studied samples of the Mold bacterium and worked with
Lucas to develop a new variant of Molded creature, known
as ‘White Molded.’ The whole operation was extremely
delicate as the Baker estate and mine area fell right in the
epicentre of where missing persons’ cases were still being
reported. The local state police increased patrols and the
Bakers received several visits from the local sheriff, yet they
never engaged and maintained the façade that their estate
was abandoned. In June, the ranch was visited by the ‘Sewer Gators’, a small internet-based show about
abandoned buildings and haunted places. The small production team explored the guest house and were
attacked by Mia and Jack Baker. The cameraman, Clancy Jarvis, was initially kept alive as Eveline showed an
interest in him becoming a new, potential ‘brother’, but after Clancy failed to co-operate he was given to Lucas
as a plaything. He forced Clancy and another captive named Hoffman to play cards, subjecting the loser to
vicious torture via digit amputation and electric shocks. Hoffman was killed in this game and Lucas lied to
Clancy about setting him free. He later locked him inside the ‘party room’; an elaborate puzzle designed as a
series of challenges for Clancy to complete that would allow him to add a lit candle to a birthday cake. But the
puzzle was rigged and upon successful completion, the cake exploded and flames ignited flammable liquid that
had spilled across the floor. Clancy was burned alive and his screams of agony were savoured by Lucas who
later came down to taunt his charred corpse.
It was also around this time that The Connections decided to replace their head researcher on the White
Molded project with Lucas thanks to his first-hand experiences with the bacterium. The former lead was
incensed that the organisation could replace him, a Stanford graduate in microbiology, with a deranged
psychopath such as Lucas, especially as all he ever did was mess around with the test subjects, making them all
fight each other and perform unnecessary autopsies. The researcher planned to report Lucas’ behaviour to HQ
at the next scheduled meeting but he would never get the chance to do so. After understanding the potential of
the mold bacterium, Lucas decided to make his own plans and planned to sever ties with The Connections after
deciding he was the only person who could make proper use of the Mold. He made contact with an undisclosed
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organisation to sell them the E-Series data. Lucas soon discovered the researchers working under him had been
snooping around where they were not supposed to behind his back and so he killed all The Connections’
personnel by locking them all in a cage with the experimental White Molded. Lucas took great pleasure
watching them all beg for their lives before being eviscerated. Lucas planned to report back to Connections’
HQ that they had all met with an unfortunate accident.
All these events culminated in the arrival of Ethan Winters to the Baker estate on July 19th 2017. Ethan was the
husband of Mia and had arrived following a mysterious e-mail he had allegedly received from his wife that was
actually written under the desire of Eveline who wanted to review Ethan as a potential new family member. He
was subsequently infected by the Mold and joined the Bakers at the dinner table under duress. Here Lucas
taunted Ethan and threw rotten food at him. He also demonstrated his remarkable regenerative powers when
Jack severed his arm off completely with a knife. As the night’s events progressed, Ethan began to interest
Eveline more and more and she saw him as a replacement daddy for Jack, just as Mia would once again become
her mommy and replace Marguerite. Jack knew this and relentlessly pursued Ethan to get rid of this threat to
his family unit, but an unclouded Lucas knew exactly what was happening and kidnapped Mia to lure Ethan
into a trap. He also kidnapped Zoe who he knew had been trying to help Ethan.
Lucas enticed Ethan into the barn and tried to catch him out using tripwires and explosives before forcing him
into a battle test with a new, fat-Molded variant. He also confessed to desperately needing a girlfriend and
asked Ethan to find him one. A little earlier, Lucas had expressed his frustration to Ethan over his sister trying
to find the D-Series components to craft a serum for the infection so they could all escape this place. But he was
happy with his life and did not want to turn the clock back and go back to the way things were before Eveline
and Mia were originally found. He enjoyed torturing and killing people. He also enjoyed his new-found powers
and demonstrated by using a pair of pliers to rip off his fingernails without feeling any pain or after-effects.
Eventually, he successfully lured Ethan into the ‘Party Room’, intending him to suffer the same fate as Clancy,
but he was unaware Ethan had watched the recorded footage of Clancy’s escape attempt and therefore knew
how to solve the puzzle without igniting the whole room in flames. Enraged, Lucas dropped dynamite into the
room and was forced to flee when Ethan used it to blow a hole in the wall and escape.
Lucas later fled to the mines, and with his family dead and both Ethan and the recently arrived Umbrella
Corporation PMC on his tail, he decided to cut and run. But first he needed to return to the mines and send all
the compiled E-Series data to his buyers. They were known only as ‘Fuckin’ Company’ on his phone contacts.
To buy himself more time, he had also laced the labyrinthine route to the research facility with traps to ensnare
the pursuing Umbrella soldiers. He captured and incapacitated three of Umbrella’s best operatives, placing two
of them in traps and using the third as bait to lure in the chasing Chris Redfield and attach a bomb to his arm.
Chris was working with Umbrella on B.O.W. related missions as a specialist in an agreed partnership with the
B.S.A.A. Lucas threatened Chris not to follow him but Chris ignored the threats and pressed deeper into the
mine, despite literally having a ticking time-bomb on his arm. Lucas took great delight in killing all three of the
Umbrella soldiers and taunted Chris that he enjoyed every second of making them suffer. He then thought he
disposed of Chris by detonating the shield machine with Redfield trapped inside, but Chris had managed to get
out just in time and tracked Lucas to The Connections’ research facility. Lucas had sent an e-mail to his buyers
insisting that Redfield and Umbrella had been taken care of and began sending the E-Series data across. But
Chris confronted Lucas and shot him with a ramrod round; special ammunition designed for use against moldbased biological weapons. The bullet secreted a toxin that rapidly destroyed the fungal cell membranes and also
prevented regeneration of lost tissue. The result caused Lucas to mutate into a strange creature and after a final
battle, Chris blew his head off with his shotgun. He then destroyed Lucas’ computer server, preventing the ESeries data from reaching its intended destination.
After the recent fall of the Soviet Union, decorated Red Army Lieutenant Mikhail Victor
resigns from the military and feels compelled to assist his wife's devotion to aiding the ethnic
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minority she belongs to. With this new objective firmly in his mind to help wipe away past
memories, Mikhail aligns himself with the local guerrilla force and participates in numerous
armed conflicts and race liberation wars in neighbouring countries. He also carries out various
terrorist actions aimed at liberating natives, one notable example being an attack on the home
of a leading ambassador. Mikhail brings many of the leadership qualities he'd developed in the
Russian Army to the guerrillas and is the main reason many of these carefully organised actions
end in success. He wins over the hearts and minds of his men and eventually rises to become
the leader of the group.
The Chemical Factory in the Russian Caucasus is shut down and abandoned by the Russian
government following the end of the Soviet Union.

In Raccoon City, thanks to many generous donations from Umbrella, the city council are able
to reconstruct and rebuild City Hall. Construction of the Raccoon General Hospital is also
completed and has its grand opening. In view of these accomplishments, Michael Warren's
popularity skyrockets and he is rewarded with a grand statue in a special ceremony outside City
Hall in honour of his role in the rapid growth of Raccoon City in recent years. Warren is given
a standing ovation by those who come down and cramp themselves in the small garden outside
the Municipal Building and the Raccoon Press are out in force to capture the moment.

"In 1992, it was my fifth year as mayor of our beautiful city. It was then that through many
donations and hard work our city was able to rebuild the municipal building and create a state
of the art hospital. In honour of these fine accomplishments, I was awarded with a grand statue
that same year. The statue rests in the municipal building."
-RE3: City Guide; undated.

The new hospital is constructed over four main floors with two basement levels. Beginning
right at the bottom, the B2 level has a passage housing two main rooms consisting of a main
laboratory and the fixed temperature laboratory. There is also a door leading to the sewer
underpass entrance and a helipad on the roof. The whole building overlooks Raccoon Park.
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New Umbrella executive Sergei Vladimir submits proposals to restructure Umbrella's
paramilitary units and establish an internal espionage organisation within the company to
monitor suspicious activity among its employees.
A small religious community is formed in the wastelands of the Russian Caucasus. They are the
remnants of a group from the previous century whose roots can be traced back to a Buddhist
sect that originated from Japan and founded in the seclusion of a small village. After repeated
divisions, the sect had differentiated over time with elements of the Slavic people developing
their own faith and are now known as the ‘Worshippers of the Church of Great Bones.’ The
group essentially publicise the ideal of living in complete self-sufficiency. To achieve this goal
they have chosen this remote place as a base for their own utopia. But real self-sufficiency
proves to be a struggle against the adversities of nature and is extremely difficult. But these
harsh conditions do not prevent the lure to this religious community and more and more new
converts are being attracted to the small village where the sect is based. It is one of two hamlets
within close proximity to an old chemical plant that has recently closed down following the
collapse of the Soviet Union.
SATURDAY OCTOBER 10TH 1992
Deborah Harper is born. She is the younger sister of Helena Harper and will be involved in
the 2013 Tall Oaks incident.
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 10TH 1992
Jack Baker hires ‘Trevor and Chamberlain Construction’ and signs a renovation contract for
the installation of a secret door that connects the main hall of the house to the lounge. The
company estimate the work will take 20 days to complete.

“Customer:
Jack Baker
Contractor:
Trevor and Chamberlain Construction
Construction Period:
November 10, 1992 - November 30, 1992
Details:
Installation of shadow-activated doorway in
main hall.”
-RE7: Renovation Contract; 1992.

MONDAY NOVEMBER 30TH 1992
Trevor and Chamberlain complete their work at the Baker estate. A light-projector has been
fitted into one of the alcoves in the main hall. A wooden statuette is placed on a wooden plinth
and it has to be manually manipulated so the projected shadow image matches a missing object
from the painting on the wall. In this case it is a hawk from a painting called ‘Sky Hunter.’
Once the shadow image is correct, the shadow will react with the specialised, sensitive paper
and ‘burn’ the image onto the painting, thus completing the puzzle and opening up the secret
door. It is a feature the late, great George Trevor would have been proud of.
MONDAY DECEMBER 28TH 1992
At the South Pole facility, Alfred and 'Alexia' Ashford celebrate 'Tanya's' 13th birthday for the
9th time.
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1992-1995 (circa):
The Umbrella Biohazard Countermeasure Service is created by Sergei Vladimir. It is a private
paramilitary force largely comprised of mercenaries and ex-convicts. Their main directive is to
deal with disasters caused by Umbrella's own products.
ORGANISATION PROFILE: UMBRELLA BIOHAZARD COUNTERMEASURE SERVICE
The U.B.C.S. was founded by Sergei Vladimir who acted as Captain of the Guard. The origins of the unit came
about due to the volatile nature of developmental B.O.W.s that were uncontrollable. During field tests many
R&D workers were killed or seriously injured and precious experimental equipment was destroyed, so a
professional in-house special operations unit was founded to help supress out of control products. They existed
primarily to control disasters caused by in-house products and were first on the scene of any toxic incident.
Most of its members were made up of exiles from various
countries' militaries, or individuals with extraordinary skill
sets placed on death row due to heinous crimes they had
committed in the past. Signing up to the U.B.C.S. was a way
to avoid the death penalty in exchange for pledging their
services to Umbrella. Many individuals were eager to join as
it offered a chance to gain a full pardon for past crimes or
refuge from countries they ran away from. Many U.B.C.S.
members came from countries that became communist
after their national policy was destroyed, and had deep
military backgrounds that were put to good use in rescue operations. It was an effective arrangement.
Like the Umbrella Security Service, the U.B.C.S. received anti-B.O.W. and bio-chemical training and were
supplied with viral antibodies when dealing with outbreaks, but the main differentiation between the two was
that the U.S.S. were elite company employees and military specialists with remits to protect company
executives, facilities and classified operations. The U.B.C.S. on the other hand were the more public face of the
company, made up of mercenaries and were largely expendable when it came to out of control B.O..W.s and
clean-up situations. Sergei founded the unit on the basis that Umbrella specialised in selling biological and
chemical weapons to any nation in the world that could afford it. Due to the volatile nature of such weapons,
accidents could and did occur from time to time. Since the use of biochemical weaponry was classified by
nature, in such cases it was difficult for a nation to utilize its own military to intervene. This was where
U.B.C.S. came into play. Sergei wanted the U.B.C.S. to be responsible for neutralising "products" that had gone
out of control, decontaminating the affected areas and rescuing civilians in danger. In addition, a secondary
objective of the U.B.C.S. was to conduct performance analysis and collect combat effectiveness data of the
various creatures Umbrella developed. They were managed from the same head office based in Europe that also
commanded the U.S.S. On the whole, the unit was a complete success and the damage caused by out of control
B.O.W.s decreased rapidly, but the mortality rate was high. One notable example was an instance where an
experimental Tyrant went completely out of control during an experiment and the U.B.C.S. team sent in to
supress it was completely annihilated. This led to the development of exclusive anti-B.O.W. weapons such as
the Umbrella Magnum Revolver from Umbrella Industries. Their standard issue weapons were M4A1 assault
rifles and SIGPRO side arms.
U.B.C.S. operatives were typically split into platoons of 30 men, with each platoon further divided into three
units or squads from Alpha to Charlie, each containing 10 men. However, on occasion these squads were
divided up even further for special operations such as the Echo team deployed into Raccoon City or the unit
commanded by Nikolai to subdue the Thanatos Tyrant. The combat experience of the U.B.C.S. was actually
higher than the U.S.S. Their missions carried a high mortality rate but the members were constantly replaced
and well-trained, resulting in a high proficiency ratio during their missions. Potential recruits were scouted by
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military co-ordinators. The utilisation of the U.B.C.S. was also built into future contracts when Umbrella
signed agreements with countries to sell them B.O.W.s as an after-sales agreement. Should said products ever
get out of control and the country could not deploy its own army for risk of the incident going public, the
U.B.C.S. would be called in instead to clean the mess up. The most high profile incident the U.B.C.S. were
involved in was the 1998 Raccoon City incident in which 120 members were deployed spread across four
platoons. Almost every member was wiped out.
MONITORS/SURVEILLANCE AGENTS:
The Monitors were a security measure designed by Sergei to keep watch over suspicious company employees
and individuals with access to classified materials. They were placed internally throughout Umbrella and
maintained the image of normal company employees to help conduct their activities. There were several placed
inside the U.B.C.S. and their orders ranged from spying on fellow employees and destroying evidence, to clean
up operations and assassinations. When on operations, surveillance agents were injected with better quality
antibodies than their regular counterparts. They were also given classified intelligence on little-known escape
routes and provided with reliable methods of contacting outside agents to report their progress and to be
rescued if necessary. Individuals selected to be surveillance agents typically had more specialised backgrounds
than regular U.B.C.S. members and were never men of conscience. As far as Umbrella was concerned, it was far
easier to control those with a selfish desire for money and were willing to sell out their teammates, rather than
those with a strong sense of justice and morals. Nikolai Zinoviev was an excellent fit for the role, given his cold,
ruthless demeanour and Tyrell Patrick was another such example. During the Raccoon City incident, Nikolai
and the other Supervisors used their own team mates as disposable pawns so their secrets could be preserved.
All Monitors/Surveillance agents reported their findings directly to Sergei.
One of the first Monitors to be named by Sergei is his good friend; Nikolai Zinoviev. Nikolai is
given the following contract which outlines his responsibilities.

"Contract of responsibilities
Nikolai Zinoviev
This section of the contract outlines the duties you, Nikolai Zinoviev, will be expected to carry
out as part of your day-to-day operations with the UBCS.
Although this will not be your top priority tasks, they are likely to be the tasks you are observed
doing most often. To observers, these must seem like your main responsibilities.
Assisting local law enforcement agencies:
Depending on where in the world you are based, you will act as support to the sanctioned law
enforcement, whether this is the police, local militia, the army or any other group to whom
Umbrella has given its support.
Your role will be to help oil the wheels of progress by supporting their suggested activities,
which could range from helping keep law and order in times of crisis, to crowd control, to VIP
protection to street patrols. In these roles you are to make a clear statement that you are
helping to deal with whatever situation is at hand.
Assisting emergency services:
Depending on your deployment, you may also need to assist the emergency services such as
the paramedics or fire service. Duties here will of course be broad in scope, and your role will
again be as helpful as possible - as long as you do not have higher priority orders from
Umbrella.
The following take precedent over public service duties:
Protecting Umbrella assets:
Whether these assets are property, people or 'materials', they will always be your number one
priority. Whether you are working alone or as part of a team, we expect you to the protection
of these assets, taking any steps necessary to ensure their safety.
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See Appendix 3 for full Death in Service benefits.
Leading tactical missions:
As part of the UBCS, you may be ordered to lead military tactical missions on behalf of
Umbrella. In these situations you are authorized to take whatever measures are necessary to
complete your mission.
Again, see Appendix 3 for full Death in Service benefits."
-ORC: Inserted Evil - Nicholai Responsibilities; undated.

In an unspecified country, Mikhail Victor's guerrilla movement is captured by government
troops during a mission leading a group of refugees across the border into a neighbouring
country. In order not to risk the lives of the civilians with them, Mikhail and his comrades
immediately surrender. During his trial, he is sentenced to death and his execution is set for the
next day. But later that night as Mikhail sits in his cell reflecting back on life and awaiting the
inevitable, he is visited by a shady-looking man in a suit. This man offers a business card
revealing himself to be a representative of Umbrella Corporation. He sits down and opens a
briefcase, producing a battered file containing detailed records of Mikhail's entire military
service. The Umbrella official is impressed with his record and offers him a deal. His life will
be spared and he will be pardoned for his crimes if he agrees to join Umbrella as a member of
their Umbrella Biohazard Countermeasure Service. The contract offered is for life and as part
of the deal his wife and comrades will also be pardoned and released from jail. With certain
death looming, Mikhail doesn't hesitate and signs his life away to Umbrella. Within days he is
released from prison. He packs his belongings, says goodbye to his wife and friends and is soon
on a plane heading for boot camp. His old life is over, but he takes solace knowing that his wife
is now safe.
After many years in the French Foreign Legion, Tyrell Patrick has earned a solid reputation as
a capable soldier. But his yearn for riches see him get involved in black market weapons sales.
His involvement in one particular lucrative weapon-smuggling operation is only discovered
when his merchandise is used in the needless massacre of civilians. Tyrell receives a
dishonourable discharge from the French Foreign Legion and is court-martialled and
sentenced to life imprisonment. During his time in prison and after hearing stories from fellow
inmates, he picks up the phone and calls Umbrella’s Security Department. Soon after he is
visited by a representative and ultimately his talents get him a job with the U.B.C.S.
Tyrell's initial service record with Umbrella coupled with his ruthless demeanour leads to
Sergei Vladimir eventually appointing him as a Monitor/Supervisor.
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, business oligarchs have come into power to take
advantage of the fragile political situation and Russia's move into privatisation. Businessmen
who start with nothing but are well connected with entrepreneurs are able to accumulate wealth
through multi-national corporations in charge of industry, energy and finance, through
resources such as petroleum and natural gas. They get rich through participation in the market
via connections to the elected, corrupt government of Russia during the state's transition to a
market-based economy. The oligarchs are extremely unpopular with the Russian public and
this divide between rich and poor will only become ever larger as the years go by. It is the root
cause of much of the turmoil since the collapse of the old system.
Chris Redfield joins the U.S. Air Force where he trains to be a pilot and develops his superior
marksmanship skills. During this time he ends up serving in the same unit as Barry Burton and
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they become friends. His military service will also see him become acquainted with Forest
Speyer.
Jill Valentine has a special privilege of participating in a special training programme for U.S.
Delta Force. Officially women are not allowed in combat roles in the U.S. Military so the
program is classified above top-secret. Her training makes her proficient in both bomb
disposal, firearms and security bypass.
Javier Hidalgo has become very untrustworthy of Umbrella and other companies since the
failure of the experimental t-Virus to save his wife from her illness. He currently keeps Hilda
stored in a special facility in the warehouse basement of his mansion in Amparo. But he still
needs Umbrella to begin his own covert bio-weapons division for the Sacred Snakes
organisation. This project is named ‘Code: Remnants’ and began with the remnants of the
t-Virus samples left over from Hilda’s treatment. The program is very basic as he has no highlevel facilities or skilled researchers of superior scientific mind at his disposal. This essentially
limits Javier to mainly human experimentation, with zombies becoming his primary weapon.
PROJECT PROFILE: CODE: REMNANTS
Code: Remnants is the bio-weapons division of the Sacred Snakes crime syndicate based in South America. Its
origins date back to 1991 when leader Javier Hidalgo was in regular contact with Umbrella to purchase
experimental t-Virus samples dubbed T-JCCC203 as a form of treatment for his terminally ill wife, Hilda.
Although the virus destroyed the cancer invading Hilda's body, the numerous injections caused her to
eventually mutate into a monster. Unable to kill her, Javier kept her confined in his mansion warehouse
indefinitely. Javier’s failure to revive Hilda led to an intense distrust of Umbrella and he began to use the
remnants of the t-Virus samples to start up his own biological weapons project. His desire to operate his own
t-based B.O.W.s, and control the entire Amazonian ecosystem was the backbone of the program. The Sacred
Snakes had their own people research and verify the usability of B.O.W.s., but since they had no high-level
research facilities or skilled scientists, the primitive experimentation on living humans was the main method of
data acquisition. Javier soon realised they had little chance of creating their own multi-species B.O.W.s with
any measurable success. His test subjects were made up largely of traitors, opposition forces and captured
slaves. He soon had a number of zombies at his disposal, which were kept locked up in the prison section of his
mansion. Throughout the 1990s, Javier used these zombies as propagators of terror against hostile forces such
as communist insurgents. These were small-scale incidents that never made it to the public domain and Javier
used his zombies on captured prisoners to spread fear across the region. Rumours began to spread throughout
the local tribes and villages that Javier possessed an army of the dead ready to unleash on anyone who dared
oppose him. These stories contributed to his rise to hold de-facto power over Amparo and large sections of the
surrounding jungle.
Following the 1998 Raccoon City incident after several lawsuits were placed upon Umbrella and their business
trading was suspended, the company was forced to increase their activity on the world's black markets, selling
their bio-weapons to terrorists and arms dealers to generate much-needed revenue. Javier's organisation took
advantage of this crisis and purchased several low-cost B.O.W.s such as Plague Crawlers and Hunter Gammas
as well as more t-Virus variants including the V-ACT strain. These transactions were done through a dummy
corporation of Umbrella. But when Umbrella later tried to trick Javier by inflating their prices, the Sacred
Snakes terminated their contract and switched allegiance to the 'rival company' after Javier had come into
contact with Albert Wesker in 2001. The rival company sold Javier samples of t-Veronica to use on his
daughter, Manuela, who by then was suffering from the same rare disease that claimed the life of Hilda ten
years earlier. Javier’s other interest in the Veronica Virus was because of its connection to plants. A large aspect
of the Code: Remnants program was formed around his desire to take full control of the Amazonian eco486

system and possess the ability to destroy the environment on a global scale by ravishing the Amazon's ability to
process C02. This was the reason for the creation of the V-Complex; a huge Veronica-based plant and arguably
the greatest achievement of the Code: Remnants program. This extreme life-form had the ability to absorb
surrounding organisms and in the hot and humid conditions of South America, posed a very real threat to the
surrounding eco-system. The United States and other foreign nations learned of his readiness for global-scale
environmental destruction (stealing the CO2 processing capacity of the Amazon), and sought to keep him in
check through intervention by means of military power and economic sanctions. But the Code: Remnants
program continued with the purchase of experimental B.O.W.s from the 'rival company' including the
Jabberwock S3; the first creature created using Veronica as a base. In addition, Javier had his men infect local
wildlife with the t-Virus such as Piranhas and used them to execute traitors.
Eventually, the Code: Remnants program was shut down in 2002 following the collapse of the Sacred Snakes
and the death of Javier at the hands of U.S. agents Leon S. Kennedy and Jack Krauser.
As Umbrella continue to create more and more marketable B.O.W.s, they requisition
Umbrella Industries to start development of specialised anti-B.O.W. weapons. The
development of biological weapons is extremely dangerous and developmental creatures can
often get out of control during field-testing with many R&D researchers being killed or badly
wounded. In addition, accidents involving the destruction of expensive experimental
equipment are frequent, prompting company executives to take action. The creation of the
U.B.C.S. helps reduce these figures somewhat, but the unit use only standard, conventional
weapons utilised by military and law-enforcement agencies. Because many future Level 3
B.O.W.s will have much higher vitality and athletic capabilities than any human, the
development of higher-grade firearms for the exclusive purpose of B.O.W. elimination is
greatly desired. Umbrella Industries already develop and manufacture firearms for the
company's various security departments including the U.S.S., U.B.C.S., and the Anti-B.O.W.
squads. Until now, customisation of these various weapons is their main function, but now
development and research of anti-B.O.W. weaponry can begin. Albert Wesker also takes a
vested interest in the concept of developmental anti-B.O.W. firearms for personal reasons of
his own.
During their time in the various military departments, Chris Redfield, Jill Valentine and Forest
Speyer all become acquainted.
After several years struggling as a single mother and unsuccessfully trying to forget her past as a
soldier, Karena LesProux cannot overcome her natural instincts and returns to work as a
private contractor, protecting, controlling and killing for the highest bidder.
After exploiting Russia's underground intelligence network for his own game, Vladimir
Bodrovski is accosted by the authorities and forced to flee the country with investigators and
officials hot on his tail.
As well as working for Umbrella's Information Department, Albert Wesker takes up another
role as an Army Engineering Officer. This helps him increase his fighting and combat abilities
and leadership skills. He is able to secure this external position in the U.S. Army thanks to his
extensive knowledge of virus secondary exposure. As a chemical officer Wesker is able to
provide anti-biohazard data and this information gains his access to the army’s classified biochemical weapons programs. Wesker is able to feed the information within these programs
back to Umbrella and this eventually leads to his promotion to executive status.
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A little girl called Anna is born. She lives in a small village near the old chemical plant in the
Russian Caucasus region. Her father is an Umbrella employee.
Umbrella take a controlling interest in the sewerage network beneath Raccoon City.
The Queen Zenobia sets sail on a luxury cruise around South America.

To celebrate his two ‘chosen’ ones, Spencer has a portrait commissioned of Albert and Alex to
commemorate the two brightest subjects of his Wesker Project, although only he and Alex are
aware of its true significance at this time. Whilst both at Umbrella, Alex and Albert have
become rivals, designed as such so they can set each other even higher standards. She has a
deep level of respect for all his achievements, viewing him as her privileged equal.

1993:

On the outskirts of Raccoon Forest, an old hospital faces closure thanks to the recent opening
of the General Hospital in downtown Raccoon City. Many patients have transferred to the new
facility and the staff left behind can only
wait for the inevitable. The building is
old and in dire need of repair, the
equipment is out of date and the
location of the hospital is too secluded
and not easily accessible. The
administrator is Dr. Albert Lester and
there is little he can do to turn around
the hospital's misfortunes. To add to his
personal woes, his wife Dorothy has
terminal cancer and is currently one of
the remaining patients being treated
here.
One day, completely out of the blue,
Umbrella send a representative to the hospital to propose a deal. They want to test out a new
trial drug on human patients designed to attack cancer cells. Umbrella propose these test drugs
be routinely administered to the remaining patients of the hospital and the results kept
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confidential and returned to the company. This would be strictly confidential and kept off the
books. In return, Umbrella would inject capital into the hospital and ensure the staff involved
are well looked after financially. Dr. Lester discusses the deal with only his senior staff, all of
whom are on for a nice pay day if they accept the offer. Lester is keen to approve the deal as he
is desperate for a new treatment to save his wife. Eventually, the doctors accept Umbrella's
offer, pledging to put their ethics and morals aside in return for financial gain. To carry out the
transactions, Umbrella operate under a dummy corporation and only Lester's senior staff know
of their true identity. However, Lester and his team are unaware the trial drug is a new
experimental t-Virus strain known as 't-JCC203'. This same variant was sold to Javier Hidalgo
two years ago. The researcher supplying this oncolytic virus is Greg Mueller and the progress
data from these clinical trials will be applied to advance biological weapons development.
After two years of work, the underground research facility situated beneath Raccoon City is
finally completed. William Birkin immediately vacates his position as chief researcher of
Arklay Labs and transfers all of his work to this new facility. Once his research staff have
relocated and all the necessary equipment is installed and operational, work on the G-Virus
project can continue.

LOCATION PROFILE: RACCOON CITY UNDERGROUND LAB
Constructed deep beneath the surface of Raccoon City, this laboratory was built for conducting special clinical
trials and developing pharmaceuticals. It possessed strict security measures and a quarantine facility ensuring
that experiments could be performed on various levels of viruses. General Umbrella employees did not even
know of the facility' existence, let alone have the opportunity to enter. This was where the physical containment
level P4 laboratories were. Many high-level viruses capable of posing a biohazard threat were handled
exclusively at this facility. To enter this area, it was necessary to pass through 3 to 4 levels of additional security.
The head administrator, Walter Ryan, had a duty to change all employee access codes on a monthly basis. The
work was highly dangerous, but despite the people working at the facility using these deadly viruses for their
experiments on a daily basis, they gradually became desensitized to the dangers that surrounded them.
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Although the labyrinthine complex stretched out beneath the centre of Raccoon City, the primary annex
entrance was a huge octagonal-shaped atrium that ran down up to four levels underground from the surface
located at a vacant factory in the old Lonsdale Train Yards on the edge of town. This site was in the industrial
zone near to the Umbrella-operated chemical plant and water treatment facility. Lonsdale Train Yards and the
marshalling yard had several different turntables and each one was surrounded by four housing sheds, each
with a different number. Train tracks spiralled off into several different directions but only Umbrella's turn
table went down to the lab. In one of the sheds was a door leading down to the power room that controlled the
hidden elevator. There was also a surveillance room on the upper section of the turntable just beneath the
surface. Although the turntable only went down to b4 level, the lab itself actually went on for another 4 levels
further down, making for a total of 8 subterranean levels overall. B1 level was nothing but gantries and
walkways running around the perimeter of the turn table shaft and was used mainly for repairs and
maintenance. B2 was equipped with a main power room and a furnace, as well as a self-destruct system should
any emergencies occur. B3 were the administration areas and a large warehouse for B.O.W.s held in cold
storage. B4 was the main hub of the facility and the lowest point the turntable could reach. Once the turn table
was secured, a shutter could be raised revealing train tracks running out the lab underground before emerging
through the mountain and into the midst of Raccoon Forest near the mansion. A door to the side here accessed
another elevator which could either be ridden up to B1 level or down to the entrance of Umbrella's Water
Treatment Facility near the Raccoon Dam. On the opposite side of the turn table was a security office and a
corridor leading down to the master elevator which ran up to B2 level where the self-destruct system and
furnace was housed. A door into the main shaft of the lab contained the central power transformer. From here,
two walkways branched off to the East and West working areas respectively. The East area walkway was lit up
by blue lights and contained a temperature control room, small operating theatre and a B.O.W. storage room.
This room was security protected by a large shutter with an identification card required to open. Users then
had to pass through a fingerprint recognition system to unlock the entrance door. Fingerprint access could be
authorised via a computer terminal on B5 level. This room was used to house dangerous specimens such as a
T-103 Super Tyrant and G-Virus experiments.
The West Area walkway was lit up by red light and contained several researchers’ dormitories and a terminal to
activate the P-Epsilon anti-B.O.W. gas. An ID card needed to be swiped to unlock a shutter hiding a ladder
leading down to the next level of the lab. B5 level contained a surveillance monitoring room for the whole
facility as well as access to a cargo room and the emergency elevator running down to the train platform on
level B8. An M.O. disc was required to access this area. Beyond the surveillance room, a corridor ran down to
another area with a computer room on the right and William Birkin's P4 laboratory on the left. The computer
room contained a security terminal to gain fingerprint authorisation for the B.O.W. storage room on B4 level.
Birkin's personal laboratory held a munitions storage, a small underground escape hatch and a sterile
treatment room containing an assortment of experimental equipment, including the Devil vaccine synthesis
machine.
B6 level contained numerous small laboratories, an employee break room and an experimentation monitoring
room. A valve handle could be used to open a door hidden in the central atrium to a ladder running down to
B7 level. B7 contained an identical experimentation monitoring room with ladder access up to the same room
on B6. It also housed a chemical storage room, a heat-sensitive experimentation chamber and more small
laboratories. B8 level was the very bottom of the underground laboratory and contained a train platform for
emergency evacuations. The tunnel ran outside the mountain beyond the city limits and into the desert.
The whole facility was strictly monitored. Security cameras were on every floor and all materials coming in and
out of the facility were scrutinised to intense screening. As well as the turn table, there were numerous other
hidden entrances, including sewer and utility tunnel access. William Birkin was the man in charge of the
facility and was also director of the adjacent Chemical Plant.
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SUNDAY MARCH 14TH 1993
At the old hospital in Raccoon Forest, the trial drugs have arrived securely from the dummy
firm and the experiments are ready to begin. The first patient to be trialled with t-JCCC203 is a
68 year-old male named Doug Frost. He was recently admitted to the hospital suffering from
cancer and Albert Lester is eager to see what the results will be before deciding to use the drugs
on his wife. The treatment of Doug Frost will begin at 10pm and be overseen by physician Dr.
Alan Erdot.

"Test subject: Doug Frost
Age: 68
Clinical start date: 1993-03-14
Attending physician: Alan Erdot
3/14
22:00 Subjected to administration of T-JCCC 203"
-BIOOUT2: Clinical Report; 14/03/93

Frost's condition is monitored closely throughout the night but no immediate changes are
observed.
MONDAY MARCH 15TH 1993
Frost's condition remains unchanged until 0830hrs when subtle changes are observed in the
cancerous cells in his body. Dr. Erdot monitors closely as throughout the day the cells reduce
before being completely eradicated from the patient’s body.

"3/15
08:30 Change in cancer cells discovered.
17:00 Cancerous cells destroyed."
-BIOOUT2: Clinical Report; 15/03/93

TUESDAY MARCH 16TH 1993
The next morning Alan Erdot performs a full examination on Doug Frost. He is awake, sitting
up in bed and taking his food as normal. But by 5pm that evening he develops a ravenous
appetite and keeps asking for more food.

"3/16
08:30 Condition normal. Normal appetite.
17:00 Intense appetite."
-REOUT2: Clinical Report; 16/03/93

Dr. Erdot requests that the evening staff keep a close eye on Mr. Frost. He the heads to the
administrator's office to inform Albert Lester of the day's progress before Lester sends Frost's
medical charts and results back over to Umbrella.
WEDNESDAY MARCH 17TH 1993
Doug Frost's condition slowly deteriorates throughout the day and at 11pm Adan Erdot rushes
to the scene when the night staff hit the emergency button next to his bed. Frost is behaving
rashly and becoming violent. He has to be restrained to the bed to stop him attacking the other
doctors.
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"3/17
23:00 Sudden change in condition"

-BIOOUT2: Clinical Report; 17/03/93
THURSDAY MARCH 18TH 1993
After a two hour battle, Doug Frost loses consciousness, slipping into a coma he doesn't
recover from. Attending physician Alan Erdot pronounces life extinct at 01:17am. Cause of
death is undetermined.

"3/18
01:17 Patient pronounced dead."

-REOUT2: Clinical Report; 18/03/93
After Doug's body undergoes autopsy and is placed in the morgue, all the experimental data is
returned to Greg Mueller at Umbrella. Soon a decision is reached by the company and the
senior hospital staff to continue the experiments. Although they lost their first patient, the
administration of t-JCCC203 clearly destroyed the cancerous cells that were ravishing the
patient's body. They just need to find a way to identify and supress the 'trigger' causing the
patient's condition to rapidly change and the body to shut down on itself. They will need more
test subjects.
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Now that Umbrella's underground laboratory is up and running, the company are more active
in using the sewer network running beneath Raccoon City and decide they need some more
influence in local law enforcement if they are to keep the existence of the facility a secret.
Whilst Umbrella already have a number of their people working within the police department
for crisis management reasons, the upper hierarchy agree they need a more authoritative figure
with the influence to make key decisions. They conduct a thorough background check on the
current police chief, Brian Irons, and discover his murky past having been charged with
domestic violence against his wife and allegations of rape during his college years. He also has a
fierce passion for art that could be exploited. Such a man with a past he'd rather keep hidden
and an expensive taste for the finer things in life makes him highly susceptible to bribery and
thus is deemed approachable. Several secret meetings take place and Irons is offered the
opportunity to become a 'friend' to Umbrella in return for financial comforts. The naturally
greedy Irons readily accepts the offer and is soon in the corporation's pocket. He is charged
with protecting Umbrella's illegal enterprises inside Raccoon City and making sure the police
turn a blind eye to their activities. Irons is also friends with Michael Warren who also has close
ties to the company.
MAY 1993
As the illegal experiments continue at the old Arklay hospital, either a patient, visiting relative
or a doctor with a guilty conscience leaks information about the tests to the Raccoon Press.
They respond by sending a reporter named Kurt to look into these rumours. He is aware
already that several citizens of Raccoon City have accused the old hospital of malpractice in the
past and he begins by conducting a background check into the hospital.
Families of victims who have suffered suspected malpractice create and distribute a flyer asking
for participants to join a demonstration taking place outside the hospital.
Back at the Raccoon Press office just off Warren Street, Kurt puts together his initial findings.
Although he was denied access to the hospital and its staff, they did confirm that several
patients have died recently, though refused to comment on the cause of death or release any
details, citing patient confidentiality. He has also discovered that the hospital has been taking
deliveries from a trial drug supplier, although he has had no luck turning up any information
on this firm and suspects it might be a front company used by Umbrella Corporation. If he can
prove a link to Umbrella, the possible consequences of this story would be monumental. He
decides to attend the upcoming protest outside the hospital and recruits the assistance of a
junior reporter named Alyssa Ashcroft. Alyssa is just 23 years-old and agrees to shadow Kurt
during his investigation.

"Date Empty
The private hospital deep in the mountains... the more I investigate, the more its shadiness
stands out.
The details concerning the inpatient deaths haven't been released and I'm prevented from
investigating the delivery route of the trial drug supplier through two or three dummies.
I have no doubt about the involvement of the "pharmaceutical business", the king of this town.
Honestly, it won't be easy to grab it by the tail.
What am I meant to do...?"
-BIOOUT2: Kurt's Notebook; undated.

The protest takes place outside the old hospital and in order to alleviate any fears, Albert
Lester invites Kurt and Alyssa up to the administrator's office to talk things over. At main
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reception, Kurt signs his name on the guest register with his favourite fountain pen before they
ride the elevator up to the second floor. In Lester’s office, Kurt bluntly asks if there are any
illegal experiments being performed using unauthorised medication to which Lester goes on
record to strongly deny. Returning back to the office, Kurt ponders his next move. He knows
that anything illegal would have been well hidden before Dr. Lester allowed him inside the
hospital building. The only way to find out for sure is to sneak inside and uncover hard proof.

"Date Empty
I've devised a plan. First, I must collect as much evidence as I can. It's likely that experimental
drugs are being illegally tested in that hospital. I need to get my hands on some of these drugs
and get out. With hard evidence like that on my side, they won't be able to deny anything. But
I'm not up against amateurs. I must exercise caution."
-BIOOUT2: Kurt's Notebook; undated.

THURSDAY MAY 20TH 1993
Despite the ongoing controversy surrounding the hospital, the
illegal experiments with the trial drugs continue. Dorothy
Lester’s condition deteriorates and they are ready to
administer the treatment. So far they have sent over two
months’ worth of experimental data to Umbrella and the
company have reviewed the results and responded by sending
over a more refined variant of t-JCC203. With Dorothy’s time
running out, Albert Lester orders her to be injected with the
virus. Dr. Alan Erdot will again be the attending physician.
Once all the monitoring equipment is ready the experiment
will begin at 1pm.

"Subject: Dorothy Lester Age: 34
Clinical Start Date: 1993/5/20 Attending Physician: Alan Erdot.
5/20
13:00 Subject administered t-JCCC203"
-BIOOUT2: Clinical Report; 20/05/93

FRIDAY MAY 21ST 1993
After being closely monitored throughout the night, Dorothy Lester's increased blood pressure
and elevated heart rate caused by the initial injections of t-JCCC203 return to normal as of
0830hrs. Her breathing is steady and her progress considered promising. By 5pm that
afternoon she is well enough to come off her respirator and breathe on her own. By 11:15pm
she is awake and sitting up, much to the delight of her husband who sits with her for the next
several hours.

"5/21
08:30 Blood pressure and pulse rate recovered to normal levels
5/21
12:30 Brainwaves steady
5/21
17:00 Self-breathing confirmed and assisted ventilation removed
5/21
23:15 Regained consciousness"
-REOUT2: Clinical Report; 21/05/93
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SATURDAY MAY 22ND 1993
Dorothy's brainwaves are normal and she is kept under constant observation throughout the
night. Soon the 48 hour mark passes since treatment began and she continues to make good
progress. Her charts and x-rays confirm her cancer is in remission and the equipment
monitoring her vitals shows nothing out of the ordinary. She is now taking her meals as normal.

"5/22
17:30 Good condition with normal appetite"
-REOUT2: Clinical Report; 22/05/93

SUNDAY MAY 23RD 1993
The next morning there is slight concern amongst the staff when Dorothy's appetite suddenly
increases and she asks for more food. This is followed by reports of periodic abnormalities in
her brain patterns at 1:20pm. However, by the evening her status has returned to normal.

"5/23
08:30 Intense appetite.
13:20 Cyclical brainwave pattern.
19:00 Returned to normal status."

-REOUT2: Clinical Report; 23/05/93
MONDAY MAY 24TH 1993
By morning, Dorothy's ravenous appetite has retuned and the staff are struggling to keep her
satisfied. Although her vital signs still register as normal, there is slight concern amongst Erdot
and Lester.

"5/24
08:30 Intense appetite.
17:00 Intense appetite."

-REOUT2: Clinical Report; 24/05/93
Back at the Raccoon Press building, Kurt continues to be troubled by the goings on at the
hospital. He decides he needs to get his hands dirty and will head up to the hospital under the
cover of darkness tomorrow evening and try to sneak inside. He knows he is taking a risk, but
it's the only way to get the answers he needs. He asks Alyssa to go with him once again and she
agrees.

"Date Empty
Tomorrow evening, I'll try to pay the hospital a "visit."
Some danger's unavoidable. I'll remind them that power isn't the only might."
-BIOOUT2: Kurt's Notebook; undated.

TUESDAY MAY 25TH 1993
Dorothy's appetite is fast going out of control and it becomes clear to Dr. Erdot that she no
longer seems to have control of her body. She has to be strapped to the bed and is now trying
to bite the staff.

"5/25
08:30 Intense appetite.
17:00 Intense appetite.
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Intense appetite
Intense appetite
Intense appetite
Intense appetite
Intense appetite"

-REOUT2: Clinical Report; 25/05/93
It is clear by now that Dorothy Lester has become a zombie. She manages to escape her bonds
and attacks and kills several doctors. Lester and Erdot watch in horror as she proceeds to eat
her victims.
Later that night, Alyssa and Kurt drive up the
mountain road towards the old hospital. Leaving
the city lights behind, they are swollen in darkness
as the forest closes in around them. Parking up in a
clearing just off the road, Kurt tells Alyssa to wait
behind whilst he heads out to infiltrate the hospital.
Sounds of wildlife can be heard all around and the
rushing sound of the Circular River as he crosses
over the suspension bridge towards the hospital's
front gate. He manages to sneak inside and begins
his search for the truth.
After arriving at the site, Kurt finds the hospital
practically deserted. There are hardly any patients
left and there doesn't seem to be any staff around,
allowing him to move around undetected. Quickly
he begins looking for the evidence he needs before
eventually hearing sounds of disturbance and the
occasional scream. When he investigates the
source, he finds fresh blood on the floor where
carnage has taken place. The zombie Dorothy has
attacked and killed most of the staff and now runs
riot with a blood-crazed look in her eyes. At some
point, whilst rummaging around on the 3rd floor trying to find somewhere to hide, Kurt drops
his antique fountain pen.
Alyssa awakens in the car sometime later and there is still no sign of Kurt. Worried, she gets
out to investigate. As she moves up the forest trail towards the suspension bridge and across the
river, she spots a figure slumped down next to a signpost. The man is a doctor from the
hospital named Keith and he clutches his chest, badly injured. He is delirious, slipping in and
out of consciousness and warns Alyssa to turn back. Worried for her colleague, Alyssa ignores
him and crosses the bridge towards the front gate of the hospital. Running inside, she spots
signs of bloodshed. Searching room by room for Kurt, she gets a shock when she enters room
201 on the second floor. Kurt is on the floor and is being eaten alive by the Dorothy zombie.
He blurts out her name in shock before she turns and runs from the scene. Eventually, Kurt's
body reanimates as a zombie.
Shortly afterwards the Raccoon Police arrive on the scene with two squad cars driven by two
officers named Arthur and Raymond Douglas. They are shocked to find that all the staff and
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patients are dead. Albert Lester has seemingly fled the scene and Alyssa Ashcroft is found in a
state of panic. The officers encounter zombie Kurt and are forced to put him down when he
attacks, believing him to be a crazed maniac who caused all of these deaths.
Alyssa is too shell-shocked to speak and is escorted to the police car, watching as Arthur and
Raymond speculate about whether there are any more survivors.
There is no sign of zombie Dorothy, who has seemingly disappeared.
Later on, Albert Lester and Alan Erdot are picked up by the police after initially fleeing the
scene.
LATE MAY 1993
This will be a big case for the local police department with all those dead bodies found inside
the old hospital. One suspect is already dead and two witnesses are in custody. But without
warning they are suddenly both released and no criminal charges are filed. This surprising
order comes from Chief Irons who intervenes at the last minute. A clean-up operation is
conducted behind the scenes by Umbrella and with faced with no evidence, Irons is 'forced' to
suspend the police investigation completely.
Alyssa Ashcroft is so traumatised by the experience that she supresses the memories deep
inside her mind and eventually cannot recollect anything about her encounter at the old
hospital. Umbrella monitor her for a while before eventually becoming satisfied she will never
reveal anything.
Although Umbrella cover up all the deaths at the hospital, the one disappearance they have to
deal with is that of the reporter, Kurt, which is enough to bring in mass-media attention and
close down the old hospital for good. But Chief Irons deflects any attention away and the
police investigation is inconclusive with its findings. No one from Umbrella is questioned about
the incident. Greg Mueller is able to apply all the gathered data from the secret hospital trials to
further refine the oncolytic strain t-Virus and ongoing biological weapons development.
Albert Lester and Alan Erdot are paid off by Umbrella to maintain their silence. They have
realised that Umbrella are now so powerful they even control the police. Both men leave
Raccoon City shortly afterwards.
The old hospital is left abandoned. Nobody realises that zombie Dorothy still lurks in its
corridors and that remnants of the virus will begin to infect local plant life.
SUMMER 1993
Alfred Ashford graduates from a top university in England and is given full control of the South
Pole base and Rockfort Island. To Umbrella, Alfred is an encumbrance; nothing more than a
petty dictator attempting to emulate greatness far beyond his reach. With no one to counsel
him, his mental breakdown accelerates and he spends his days obsessing over the restoration of
his family's power. He also makes plans to build several new facilities across the island, starting
with construction of a military training complex.
Work begins on a joint European and American project to construct an experimental
'aquapolis' in the Mediterranean Sea. The aim is to create the world's first 'floating city' and
research and develop alternative energy sources. The impetus behind the city's development is
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twofold: the Europeans want to halt climate change, and the Americans hope to develop energy
sources for Africa. This is why the site is to be placed strategically in the Mediterranean Sea.
Each building will be equipped with state-of-theart solar panels and absorb energy from the
sun. An external power source will be in the
form of a solar energy matrix satellite in orbit
above Earth, ensuring it will be the first city in
the world to completely sustain its population
with solar power. This new aquapolis will be
named 'Terragrigia', meaning 'Grey Earth' in
Italian and will be administered by both
America and Europe in co-operation.
Construction time is estimated to be 11 years.
DECEMBER 8TH 1993
The first expansion project on Rockfort Island is completed with the finalisation of the military
training complex. This complex will be used for the U.S.S. to conduct training maneuverers
and for Anti-B.O.W. squads to train against combat ready opponents in a controlled
environment. To commemorate the completion of this facility, a small diorama of the complex
is placed inside the model room on the second floor of the main building.
TUESDAY DECEMBER 28TH 1993
Alfred Ashford travels to the South Pole base to celebrate 'Tanya's' 13th birthday for the 10th
time with his sister, 'Alexia.'

1994:

Bindi Bergara is born. She will go on to be a student at Marhawa Academy in Asia and Senior
Council President.
CHARACTER PROFILE: BINDI BERGARA

*Born: 1994. Died: 2012. Height: UK. Weight: UK. Blood-Type: UK. Nationality: UK. Affiliation: None.
Bindi Bergara was a student at the prestigious Marhawa Academy in rural Asia. She was a grade A student, very
intelligent and was well respected by her peers. She was also very outspoken and sometimes clashed with
Mother Gracia, who ruled over the school with absolute authority and would
not let anything threaten its impeccable reputation. Worried about this
totalitarian ruling, Bindi became Senior Student Council President in her
graduation year and gained several new responsibilities to help her
classmates. This privileged position gained Bindi access to classified archives
that indicated Gracia's obsession with preserving the school's reputation had
gone way beyond acceptable levels. Bindi uncovered numerous cases with
students involved in or subject to harassment, violence, bullying and even
attempted suicide. Yet she had heard nothing about any of these incidents
because it had all been covered up by Gracia. The police were never called,
outside medical help was never requested and no form of counselling had
been offered. As time went on, Bindi began to think of ways to change this
incorrect policy.
At the beginning of their senior year, Bindi met a new student called Nanan Yoshihara. Nanan's family had
owned a world famous restaurant business that had recently gone bankrupt, causing Nanan to be the subject of
relentless bullying because of her family’s poor social status. There was no place for poor people among the
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elites of Marhawa. Nanan was tough and would often fight back, but one day she was beaten to a bloody pulp
and Bindi went to Mother Gracia to complain. Bindi demanded the guilty students to be punished and the
police called in to press charges, but Gracia refused to do so, claiming Nanan's injuries were not serious
enough. Bindi was outraged. She had become senior student president because she believed she could change
school policy, but now she realised she was powerless to oppose the absolute authority of Mother Gracia.
Eventually, Bindi and Nanan decided to run away from the school and try and expose to the authorities the
cover-ups that had been taking place there. However, they were tracked and found by Gracia and her security
staff in the surrounding jungle. After a brief struggle, Nanan fell off a short cliff and was left in a coma after
hitting her head on a rock. Bindi was distraught, but was forced to return to the school regardless. Nanan's
condition was covered up by Gracia and not even Nanan's father was informed of her demise. Soon afterwards,
Carla Radames of Neo-Umbrella came to Bindi in her dorm room and handed her a briefcase containing
samples of the C-Virus. She told Bindi she was giving her the power to take revenge on the school. Bindi took
the virus and injected it into Nanan's body, watching as she crysallised and was reborn as a prototype Lepoticia
creature. Bindi disguised Nanan to hide her mutation and together the two of them began a plan of revenge,
starting by infecting all the students that had ever wronged them in the past. When the first zombies started to
show up, Gracia had them chained up in the basement of the school, still refusing to bring in any outside help.
Bindi had Nanan infect more students, until Gracia finally relented and brought in an outsider named Doug
Wright, an advisor to the Far East Branch of the B.S.A.A. He arrived with his nephew Ricky, who Bindi flirted
with, exploiting his weak and naïve personality. Still the zombies increased in number and Bindi enjoyed
watching Gracia suffer.
Eventually, Ricky uncovered that Bindi had been behind everything and confronted her. By now Bindi knew
she was beyond redemption and injected herself with the C-Virus, gaining incredible strength and becoming a
J'avo. She ordered Nanan to infect the entire school whilst she went and found Gracia in the medical centre.
Bindi taunted Gracia about how her kingdom was now ruined and Gracia retaliated by shooting her in the
head. However, as a J'avo, Bindi now had extraordinary regenerative abilities and came back stronger, with a
mutation similar to a ‘Ruka-Hvatanje.’ She then murdered Gracia in cold blood.
Bindi was eventually confronted by B.S.A.A. agent Mera Biji who wounded her enough for her to chrysallise
into a cocoon and be reborn as a Complete Mutation Species, hatching as a large spider-like creature. She was
later killed by the B.S.A.A. team as they escaped towards a helicopter.
Nanan Yoshihara is born. She will attend Marhawa Academy and be the unfortunate subject of
a smearing and bullying campaign by other students.
CHARACTER PROFILE: NANAN YOSHIHARA

*Born: 1994. Died: 2012. Height: UK. Weight: UK. Blood-Type: UK. Nationality: UK. Affiliation: None.
Nanan Yoshihara was born to a family who owned a world-famous restaurant business and her father was an
award-winning chef. Because of the money he earned, Nanan’s father was able to afford the expensive tuition
fees to enrol her into the prestigious Marhawa Academy; the elitist and most prestigious private school in all of
Asia. But shortly after Nanan began, her father’s restaurant business unexpectedly fell into bankruptcy and
collapsed. Although he managed to gain alternative employment working as chef at Bennett University in
Singapore, his vastly reduced income resulted in the accumulation of large debts in order to keep Nanan at
Marhawa. When word broke out at the academy about Nanan’s family misfortunes, she became the subject of a
vicious bullying and smear campaign by the other senior students. They had no time for a ‘poor man’s
daughter’ and believed she was soiling their elitist reputation. Nanan reported these bullying incidents to
Mother Gracia but she took no action and so her problems only intensified.
On the first day of her senior year in 2012, Nanan met Bindi Bergara who was the recently appointed Senior
Council President. Although Bindi tried to make her feel welcome, Nanan warned Bindi that she shouldn’t
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associate with her. Later her desk was completely soiled and Alisa-Lin, the Student Vice-President, was the
instigator of yet more unfortunate situations for Nanan. But despite her torment, Nanan had built up a tough
exterior and was not afraid to hold her own in a fight. But one night she was ambushed in her room and several
seniors under orders from Alisa beat Nanan to a pulp. Bruised and
bloodied, she made her way to Bindi’s room, claiming she had nowhere
else to go. Disgusted at her fellow students, Bindi went immediately to
Mother Gracia and insisted the police be brought in to prosecute the
offenders. But Gracia rejected the request and insisted the matter was
already resolved. Realising the incident was being covered up, Bindi and
Nanan instead resolved to run away from the academy and spread the
word about the bullying incidents themselves.
Two months later, after Nanan was fully recovered from her injuries, they
put their plan into action by sabotaging all the vehicles in the motor pool
and taking off into the jungle. But they were captured by Gracia and her
security staff having failed to realise there were extra vehicles on site for
emergency situations. A fight broke out and after Bindi was captured,
Nanan slipped and hit her head off a rock. Her body was taken back to the infirmary and she was in a comatose
state with little to no chance of ever regaining consciousness. She had effectively died and a statement was
released across the school explaining Nanan had transferred away to continue her studies at another academy.
Bindi was distraught at the loss of her friend and stunned by the cover-up of the incident. When Carla
Radames later supplied her with samples of the C-Virus, Bindi injected Nanan and watched tearfully as a
chrysalid formed around her. Her internal body structure broke down and she was reformed and reborn as a
Complete Mutation Species. She was now a prototype form of a creature that would later become known as a
Lepotica. She had the ability to disperse a gaseous toxin that when inhaled would turn anyone into a zombie.
Bindi hid Nanan’s mutation by covering her in a black raincoat and together they started to take revenge over
all those who had made their lives so miserable in the first place. Several senior students became zombies and
this triggered a major biohazard incident that eventually destroyed the entire academy. Although no longer
human and unable to communicate, Nanan still recognised Bindi as her friend and resolved to follow her
orders. Monster Nanan was eventually destroyed by the B.S.A.A.
Zoe Baker is born. She is the daughter of Jack and Marguerite Baker and younger sister of
Lucas.
CHARACTER PROFILE: ZOE BAKER

*Born: 1994. Died: NA. Height: 170cm. Weight: 58kg. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: None.
Zoe Baker grew up in Dulvey, Louisiana alongside her brother, Lucas, and their parents Jack and Marguerite.
Unlike her brother who had somewhat sadistic tendencies, Zoe was a typically normal girl who lived a relatively
normal, if unspectacular existence. She attended one of the local schools in the parishes and a depiction of her
family she did for an art project in the 4th grade hung in the dining room of the main house. As she got older
she developed a passion for yoga and would often meditate in the bedroom. Like most siblings, she had a
tempestuous relationship with Lucas and the two would often bicker. When they were kids they shared the
same bedroom with half the room painted green and the other pink. Their room also contained access to the
attic but Lucas took it over and used his engineering skills to prevent Zoe from getting inside. When they got
older and had separate rooms, Zoe once accused Lucas of being a pervert after he looked in on her whilst she
was doing her yoga. She later got her revenge by accessing Lucas’ laptop after realising he used the same
password as the code on his mobile phone. But aside from her squabbles with Lucas, Zoe loved her family and
was very caring towards her parents. She was also a smoker and got on well with her uncle Joe.
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In October 2014, Dulvey was hit by a major hurricane and the accompanying storms left behind major damage.
A large LNG tanker, Annabelle, had been swept off course and capsized in the bayou on the outskirts of the
Baker ranch. The ship itself was innocent enough, but being secretly transported was an E-Series bioweapon
named ‘Eveline.’ She was a product of The Connections and had
gotten loose and caused havoc on the ship, killing Alan Droney,
one of her handlers, in the process. Eveline was mistaken for just
an innocent young girl and was brought back to the Baker
household by Jack. Marguerite noticed she was covered in what
appeared to be oil and asked Zoe to get some clean clothes from
the laundry room. But when Zoe went upstairs, Eveline
chillingly told her that her family was hers now before all the
power suddenly went out. Using her lighter, Zoe began to search
for her family and soon found Lucas unconscious in the dining
room. By now Eveline had gotten to Marguerite and infected her
with the Mold; a fungal-based bacterium rendering an infectant
highly suggestible to control. Marguerite tried to attack Zoe in the bathroom, but she was saved by Jack who
managed to restrain his wife, although he too was soon consumed by the Mold. Lucas was the next to fall and
Zoe spent the next hour hiding from her suddenly deranged family members who wanted to introduce her to
her new sister, Evie. Zoe managed to make it outside to the trailer in the garden, but Eveline was waiting for
her and the shock caused Zoe to pass out.
Zoe was now infected too but she suffered a completely different reaction to the rest of her family. Aside from
herself, each of her family had ‘died’ shortly after they were infected which triggered an instant connection to
Eveline. They sacrificed themselves as a gift to her which was looked upon favourably. Marguerite was drowned
in the bath but regenerated, Jack sliced open his own chest, and Lucas was presumably killed and regenerated
when he was dragged into the bedroom. Zoe had not experienced this and her fear of running around evading
her family all night had built up a fear of Eveline – rather than an awe. As a result, although she was still
infected, her body’s reaction to the fungal spores were profoundly different. Jack, Marguerite and Lucas quickly
progressed to stage 2 of the infection where the Mold had reached their brain and their thought process became
completely in tune with that of Eveline, rendering them slaves to her control. Zoe did not experience this, but
she quickly learned that if she did not upset or anger Eveline, then she would be left alone, with the latter still
referring to her as a sister. As the months passed, the Bakers began to do despicable things at the behest of
Eveline, kidnapping innocents to add to her family and turning to cannibalism and consuming infected food.
Zoe did not partake in any of this and eventually moved out of the house and into the trailer. Her mom and
dad became frustrated with her and she was eventually branded an outcast. Her 4th grade family picture was
taken down and any photographs of her in the house were scratched and deformed. Zoe kept her distance and
did not protest, and she was careful never to anger Eveline. Zoe’s isolation and the fact she kept well-away from
any of the Mold bio-matter secreted by Eveline, ensured her infection progressed much more slowly than that
of her family who regularly consumed contaminated foods and interacted with the Mold.
As her body continued to feel strange, she began her own investigation and even contemplated running away,
although if Eveline found out she would surely be killed. She soon became convinced that Mia, the woman who
had arrived with Eveline, was the key and that she had access to the serum that could cure them all. Over time
she began looking for the components, but Eveline had charged Marguerite with looking after them and they
were locked up in her ‘altar’ in the old house. Marguerite knew Zoe was trying to get inside and threatened to
kill her if she ever tried again. Aware of her family’s abilities, Zoe had taken to hiding knives around the main
house for her own protection and on one occasion, she pulled one on Marguerite after a particularly vicious
argument.
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Realising her own movements were being too closely watched, Zoe took to trying to communicate and help
those captured by the Bakers. She would contact them via telephone and offer assistance on where to go and
how to escape. Her goal was to buy enough trust so that they would then help Zoe search for the serum
components. Unfortunately, none of these captives made it very far and not a single one made it outside the
main house.
Zoe had survived through this living nightmare for almost three years by the time Ethan Winters arrived at the
estate on July 19th 2017 after receiving a message from his long-missing wife, Mia. Ethan had been lured to the
estate at the behest of Eveline, and Zoe made contact with him via telephone after he had just fought off his
possessed wife in the Guest House. She suggested he escape through the attic, but he was incapacitated and
captured by Jack Baker then brought to the main house. Ethan had lost his left hand following the fight with
Mia and Zoe stapled it back on, knowing it would reattach naturally when Ethan’s Mold infection took hold.
She also gave him Mia’s Genome Codex, insisting that he had work to do. She disappeared from sight as Ethan
was forced to have dinner with the rest of the family and was later chased around the house by Jack.
Zoe really began to take note of Ethan when he temporarily defeated her father and escaped from the house,
becoming the first captive ever to do so. She next directed Ethan to the old house and explained as best she
could that she, Mia, and the rest of her family all had their bodies contaminated with a bacterium and none of
them could leave the estate until they got it out. Ethan searched the old house and his Genome Codex triggered
the electronic lock for a case containing instructions on how to make the serum. They required a D-Series head
and an arm. But whilst Ethan successfully located the arm, Zoe went to retrieve the head but was captured by
her psychotic brother. Lucas held both Zoe and Mia hostage in the boathouse whilst he tried to dispose of
Ethan, but Ethan successfully made it through the traps and recovered the D-Series head in the process. He
freed Zoe and Mia and Zoe successfully made two doses of the serum. But after being forced to use one on the
mutated Jack Baker who came back for one final fight, there was only one dose left. Zoe was distraught when
Ethan chose to save his wife but admitted it was foolish thinking she could escape. Ethan promised to return
with help but she told him not to bother as there would soon be no one left to save.
Left on her own, Zoe decided to take her chances and began to walk through the bayou to try and escape.
However, Eveline could see what she was doing and triggered a unique reaction in Zoe’s infection, causing the
Mold to turn white and petrify around her body. Zoe collapsed to the floor and was left in a vegetative state.
The following morning, the Umbrella Corp PMC made contact and rescued Ethan and Mia after Eveline was
finally killed. Chris Redfield was working alongside Umbrella as a bio-weapons specialist in ‘Operation Lurking
Fear’ and Ethan asked him to rescue Zoe. Umbrella spent the next few weeks combing the surrounding area,
setting up base camps and giant perimeter walls as it soon became apparent the bacterium was spreading out
into the forest. The sudden increase in activity coincided with Molded creatures appearing in the woods. Jack
Baker’s brother, Joe, ventured out into the woods and found two Umbrella soldiers looking over Zoe’s
comatose form. Joe was horrified at the state of his niece with the white Mold covering a majority of her body.
He did not believe Umbrella were here to help and physically assaulted both operatives before dragging one
back to his shack as a hostage. He believed Umbrella were the cause of what was happening and blamed it on
the government doing secret tests in the area. In his eyes it explained all the helicopters that had been flying
around the area recently.
As Joe frantically searched for a cure and held off attacks by the ‘swamp man’ – a further mutated Jack Baker
who was still looking for his daughter, Zoe remained unconscious throughout the whole ordeal and it is
unclear how exactly she remained alive all that time. Eventually, Joe finally defeated his mutated brother for
good and was able to apply a full dose of the serum to Zoe and her Mold infection immediately went into
remission. She soon woke up and was overjoyed to see that her uncle was okay. They were both soon secured by
Chris and his team and Chris put Zoe in touch with Ethan who assured her he would get help and that he
always kept his promises. For the first time in three, long years, Zoe was free of the living nightmare that had
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ensnared her. Although her family were dead and gone, Joe still remained and he assured her that a part of
them all loved her right up until their final hour.
Alisa Lin is born. She will go on to become a respected student at Marhawa Academy in Asia
and become the vice-president of the senior student council.
Robert Dorson begins working for Alfred Ashford as his private attendant on Rockfort Island.
His office is based on the second floor of the palace outside Alfred's private office. The door to
the office has a special trick-lock that can only be unlocked using two unique gold lugers.
John Clemens, a researcher from Umbrella's Chicago Laboratory, takes over from William
Birkin as the chief researcher at Arklay Labs. This move is highly controversial as until now
Clemens had only worked for the 'legal' side of Umbrella and was highly vocal in his
displeasure at the often cruel methods adopted in the bioweapons research. Certain higher-ups
of the Umbrella hierarchy believe that if Clemens bore witness to some of the more sadistic
experiments, he may begin to oppose the company and leak sensitive information to the
public. It is almost certain the company's 'Monitors' will be keeping an eye on him. But despite
their misgivings, Clemens is regarded as an excellent scientist and one of Umbrella's brightest
prospects since Birkin. His talents cannot be wasted in other fields of research and so the
board believe it is high time he got his hands dirty.
Raccoon University is expansively
remodelled and expanded with many
of the researchers working there
subcontracted to Umbrella. This
renovation program is expensive yet
paid for by exclusively by the company
as a way to get its people into the
university and vice versa by way of
acquiring further talented research staff.
One Umbrella employee now working
at the university is Greg Mueller. He
will work from state of the art facilities
in the basement.
Alfred Ashford expands Rockfort Island by building a prison complex and a private mansion
exclusively for himself and his sister, Alexia. He continues to dress up and mimic her voice,
genuinely believing that Alexia is alongside him and that the girl slumbering in the Antarctic is
not his sister but a test subject named Tanya. He treasures Alexia so much he does not want
anyone else to set eyes upon her unmatched beauty and his main motivation for building a
private residence is that no one besides him will be able to see her. Even loyal family butler
Scott Harman and newly appointed attendant Robert Dorson will not be allowed to set foot
inside. He creates the design of their bedrooms on the upper floor modelled after their old
bedrooms at the South Pole base.

"Alexia, my sister, is a genius and possesses unmatched beauty. She is everything to me. I
would overcome any obstacle and be willing to risk my life for her. For Alexia, I must revive
the glorious Ashford Family which fell during the era of my father, Alexander. Together, we
will restore the family name.
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Once that has been achieved, I’ll build a palace where only nobles may gather. I cannot allow
the unwashed to see my dear Alexia, to whom my life is devoted to.
She reins the world as queen, with I as her servant. That is my dream, and how sweet it will be.
Those accomplishments will be proof of my love towards Alexia. It is the purpose of my
existence.
All other people are meaningless, and they shall prostrate themselves before Alexia and I.
Devoted to my beloved Alexia,
Alfred Ashford."
-RECVX: Confession Letter; undated.

The prison complex is designed to hold captives indefinitely with no chance of release. It has a
standard concentration camp layout with a number of wooden barracks within a confined
enclosure of high perimeter walls and barb-wire fencing. Most of the prisoners will become
guinea pigs for the various B.O.W. experiments and the rest are cruelly tortured to death by
Alfred in his twisted games.
The private residence is very gothic-like with a large spire making
it almost look almost like a small castle. Although Alfred likes to
decorate the island with his military collectibles, the private
residence is off limits to all staff meaning it can be decorated as a
shrine to his sadistic tastes and Alexia's childish nature. The
place is full of dolls and toys and a huge mannequin is
suspended from the ceiling in the main hall.
Not long after the mansion is completed, an undisclosed accident
leaves the underground passage to the mansion badly damaged
and too dangerous to cross. An alternative route is an old
underground waterway artificially constructed by the native
people of the island some years before Umbrella bought the
place. Alfred decides to put the new prisoners to use by making
them construct a huge bridge joining the palace to the mansion.
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“The underground passage, which leads to the mansion where Alexia and I live, has been
badly damaged. Although I can never allow the unwashed to see Alexia, I cannot go on using
the underground waterway that those local people made, either.
Oh yes...I think I'll have those prisoners build a bridge. It must be a gorgeous bridge that
benefits the perfection that is Alexia. Of course, I must kill everyone who's involved in the
construction of the bridge after it is done, so that no one will know about the existence of our
mansion.
But that is okay, as I have no problems executing such matters. Once the bridge is completed,
I'll seal the mansion entrance door at the end of the underground waterway. The entrance of
the waterway is locked by the diorama trick, ensuring the secrecy of our mansion.
Alfred Ashford"
-RECVX: Secret Passage Note; undated.

Once the bridge is completed, Alfred has his men execute everyone involved in its construction
to ensure the secrecy of the mansion and the secret route on how to get there. The diorama
trick is located in Alfred's office on the second floor of the palace where the code '1971' needs
to be entered on his computer. This is the year of Alfred and Alexia's birth and a bookshelf
will slide back revealing a hidden door leading down to the new bridge.
TUESDAY JULY 19TH 1994
On Sushestvovanie Island, Evgeny Rebic writes in his journal how little Irina is already six
years-old. She is very smart and good at maths. He also talks about how the island is in rapid
decline. The economy has collapsed and there is no money as resources in the mine have
finally dried up. Conditions at the mine have also gotten worse and it may even be closed
down, meaning he will lose his job.

“19-07-1994
Irina already six years old. How flies time.
She loves to imitate her mother. Her mother hates it. Probably because imitation is perfect.
Little kroshka is very smart. She likes math. Her mother liked math too.
Irina's smile helps to take mind off worries. The mines have become dangerous, and now they
make no money. Island condition is worster and worster.
I might have lose job too. But this is no time for a worry. This island is our home. I want to
give it to little kroshka in good condition. It's my responsibility now, as parent.”
-REREV2: The Old Man’s Journal; 19/07/94.

Sheva Alomar is now eight years old and enjoying a peaceful life in the small factory town
where she lives with her parents in Africa. The town is home to Umbrella Plant 57 where
Sheva's parents work. The pay is not great, but they bring home enough money to live
reasonably happy lives. In one of the closed off areas of the plant, the company are conducting
the final test on one of their latest biological weapons. However, something goes wrong during
the experiment and a fire breaks out. Before long, U.S.S. teams arrive to secure the area and
the whole place is sealed off. Many innocent people working at the factory, including Sheva's
parents, are killed in the fire.
Little Sheva races to the site and finds U.S.S. guards all over the place wearing gas masks and
carrying automatic weapons. The factory is consumed by fire and beyond saving. Those that do
not die in the flames are rounded up by the U.S.S. and promptly shot. Umbrella also calls on
the assistance of the local government's army to help execute their plan.
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Once the factory site is sterilized, The U.S.S. begin killing everyone in the town and burning it
down. As bullets fizz by and bodies pile up around her, Sheva is saved by a neighbour who is
able to smuggle her safely back to her parent's home. There she waits, alone and frightened, for
her parents to return, unaware of their grizzly fate at the hands of Umbrella.

"While only eight years old, Sheva’s peaceful life was brought to an abrupt end by the sound of
sirens erupting from the factory.
As the sirens pierced the air, an ominous plume of black smoke poured out of the factory.
Even as a child, Sheva knew something was terribly wrong. With dread in her heart she ran
toward the factory.
Arriving at the factory, she soon discovered the entrance blocked.
In place of the kind old man who used to stand guard at the entrance, strange adults in
protective suits were everywhere. Their faces hidden by masks. Sheva could not understand
what was happening.
“I realized years later that they were wearing anti-biohazard protective gear. They were part of
Umbrella’s special forces.”
She may have not understood the muffled voices emanating from beneath those masks at the
time, but the assault rifles they levelled at her more than made their intentions understood.
The country was not a very stable place to begin with, and near her town resided members of a
large anti-government guerrilla army. Although only a child, Sheva knew all too well the
violence that often accompanied those with guns.
The adults in the village that remained were promptly executed by those gunmen.
Sheva was spared this same fate thanks to the vigilance of a neighbour who was able to get her
back to her parent’s home unnoticed.
Thus began the longest night of Sheva’s life. Crippled by fear, she could only wait and pray for
her parents return. The night passed and a new day dawned, but still they did not return."
-RE5: Sheva Alomar File; Archived 2009

When her parents do not return, Sheva's uncle turns up at the house and is surprised to find
her alive. He explains that her parents died at the factory and offers the chance come and live
with him and his family in the neighbouring town. But although appearing compassionate on
the outside, Sheva's uncle believes this gesture of goodwill will enable him to claim the
compensation money Umbrella will pay out for the accident. But ultimately the company never
make any such payments and the victims’ families are not compensated in any form. With
seven of his own children to feed, Sheva's uncle struggles to look after her. Isolated and on the
verge of starvation, she decides to run away.

"As night on another day fell she sensed a presence outside her home. Unable to contain her
relief and joy, she ran to the door to greet her parents.
As she swung the door open, crying aloud with joy, she was soon met with disappointment and
confusion.
For at the door, were not her parents rushing to embrace her, but her uncle, with a look of
shock and horror painted upon his face. His words crushed any hope she had left…
“Your parents are dead. There was an accident at the factory.”
Taking anything of value left in the house, her uncle then took Sheva to live with his family.
Taking her away from the only home she had ever known.
Her life with her uncle would be brief. Not only was her uncle’s family extremely poor, but he
also had seven children of his own to care for. Even though Sheva was a blood relative, he
probably never would have come for her if he hadn’t thought he would receive financial
compensation from the factory.
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That compensation never came. Umbrella never gave out any payments. And soon, her aunt
and uncle were unable to feed her.
Life was hell for Sheva, not only was she on the verge of starvation, she yearned to be with her
parents again. In her grief, she became fixated on the notion that they were still alive.
As the day passed, this belief grew so strong to the point where she could think of nothing else.
She knew she had to find them.
So one night as the moon bathed the savannah in silver, Sheva ran away from her uncle’s
house and headed back to her hometown and the life that was stolen from her.
The thought of her parents drove her on."
-RE5: Sheva Alomar file; Archived 2009

Sheva manages just two days alone in the desert environment of the savannah before collapsing
of malnutrition. The surrounding mountains and caves are home to a large network of antigovernment guerrilla fighters who often use the savannah for late night patrols and covert
missions. On this particular night a soldier driving down in a truck spots Sheva's body by the
side of the road. He picks her up and takes her back to his base camp where she is given food
and water. Sheva is thankful and tells them of the terrible events that occurred at her home
town. The guerrillas’ explain that the factory fire was no accident and that Umbrella had been
testing illegal biological weapons at the site. Workers such as Sheva's parents were killed to
preserve that secret. With nowhere else to go and because the local government had assisted
Umbrella with the cover-up at the factory, Sheva decides to join the guerrillas in their fight to
overthrow them. It is the only way to avenge his parents.

"But the expansive savannah is a harsh environment for one so young and small. During her
second night, she began to feel the effects of malnutrition. Unable to find food, Sheva soon
collapsed.
A night in the savannah is not a quiet affair; the sound of animals plodding along, beasts
howling at the moon, insects chirping and buzzing about, and the dry wind soughing through
the grass. Sheva considered them all with wonder. She had grown up in a town and was
unaccustomed to her new surroundings.
Through the cacophony of strange noses, Sheva picked up a sound that was quite familiar to
her. She heard the low rumbling of an engine and the sound of tires cracking over the dirt.
A truck pulled up next to Sheva and a stranger got out of the passenger side and spoke to her.
If she replied to him or not, she couldn’t recall, but the man picked her up and placed her in
the bed of the truck.
The man that found Sheva was an anti-government guerrilla fighter. He provided her with
food, shelter, and a place to call home. Unfortunately for Sheva, this good turn was
accompanied by some bad news.
She was told that the incident at the Umbrella factory was not an accident. That the factory
manufactured bioweapons and Umbrella was carrying out the final test on one of its newest
weapons at the dilapidated factory.
The regular employees who worked there were unaware of what Umbrella was actually
creating, and they paid for it with their lives, including Sheva’s mother and father…
After concluding the test, Umbrella took measures to conceal the entire affair. With the
assistance of the government’s army they destroyed the factory along with the entire town,
effectively wiping the town Sheva had called home off the map.
At this news Sheva was filled with rage. She hated Umbrella and blamed them for her parent’s
deaths, and she hated the government for just rolling over at Umbrella’s behest.
It was at this moment she decided to join the guerrillas in their fight against the government."
-Taken from RE5: Sheva Alomar file; Archived 2009
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Sheva starts out by doing laundry, cooking meals and taking care of the small chores. She
knows that eventually she will be given a gun and expected to fight in the cause. Hopefully the
guerrillas will give her expert training in this field.
MONDAY JUNE 2ND 1994
Lucy Mallet is born to her mother Regan. She lives at no. 72 Houston St in Raccoon City.
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 28TH 1994
Alfred Ashford celebrates 'Tanya's' 13th birthday for the 11th time, marking the anniversary of
the real Alexia going into cryogenic sleep at the South Pole base to allow her body to adapt to
the t-Veronica virus.
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